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Flag Store Burned.

$10,000 School

Nicolas Madrid suffered - a severe loss Thursday night when
Iris general merchandise store,
on the south side of the plaza,
burned to the ground.
The loss is between $6,000 and
$7,000, with no insurance, his
policy having lapsed some three
mouths ago.
The lire started about 9:00 o'- -'
lKk p. m. and burned till morn-- 1
ine:.
Its orid i is unknown. The
great pile of inflamable material
resisted every effort put forth by
the prople who turned out
to fight the flames. About
$500,00 in currency was also
burned:
Fori in lately the night was still,
scarcely a breath of breeze blowing; and the flames and sparks
earied the fire no further than
its startjng point. It was with
dirfictlty, however, i.n;l oi iy after
ctrenuojs effort, that Dr. W. R.
Lovelace's residence, east of the
the burning building, was saved.
Mr. Madrid has not announced
his plans for the immediate
future, but it is possible, in view
of his inherent energy and courage, he will take his loss with a
smile and put up a better and
bigger store.

Valley

Notes.
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Alfalfa hay and corn at Blan- kenshin & Comoanv.
1 he Most Artistic and Modern
Dr. Gordon's new adobe house
'
in jhe Territory.
is nearing completion.
See Earickson's New line Dry
The Albuquerque Journal ha3,
the following on our new school Goods before buying elsewhere.
house:
LOST-- at
the Tuesday evening
"Superintendent of Public In
a
Ton vía
struction J. L. Clark is preparing Finder please return to this office.
Plans for a fine modern school
R. C. Nisbet Í3 still raising
building at I ort Sumner. Guada- green
onions, carrots, turnips and
lupe count;
to be built for the.
celery satisfactory evidence of
town by the Fort Sumner Land an
unsurpassed winter climate.
and Development company at a
The
Franklin place near town
cost of $10,000.
The building
WH be
mission style, with has been put in excellent shape
placiia anil court with iountain! by Frank Manzanares with his
arm lawn, will have six rooms, big grader.

nlll5í1irtír.
;o -

Ihilion announces
that the Fort Sumner restaurant
will serve light lunches after
each dance in A. R. Harris's new
hail. This should prove welcome
news to those of Bohemian habits.
Ett,Ph FnWn left for Kock-- !
urd, 111. and home Sunday. He
r
::i oe
oatK eany in January ii
win
take up active work on his farm.
Mrs.

j

se

'

all on one floor.

Modern

Wall paper lit Wilmctb's frem
5 cents up.

i

M.

27,1909.

L0CALETTES

$1 A YEAR, CASH- -

Personal.

I

See Wilmeth for Wall

iVp-- r.

See J. O. Welborn if you w.il.
car of "Amarillo Best" flour to.rent a hous.
just received at Blatikenship &
A

Why not send a copy at
the Review back home?

Company.

Earickson & Co. have
a car load of Ellwood
Wire Fence

(".'ved
Woven

A fine line of clothing, chfnj:
for cash Rt Blank nship & Cii'
Big Store.

If you want to enjov a beauti-- 1 The finest lino of woolen and
underwer at Blank-eye- s
ful scene, stop and feast your, fleece-line- d
The most complete a?snrtmorr.
on the big field of young enship & Co's.
s
of woolen
at B'.ank-ensh.
alfalfa on the Lucerne farm.
Vv'ilmetH asks you to examine
Such a scene as this makes one
feel like the Texas preacher who his work before having painting
Dr. J. E. Wharton purchaef.
said he "just wanted to get down and paper hanging done--.
two line lots frrm J. O. 'Welboce
and graze.
this week.
Kemp Lumber Company has
just received shipment of 5x5x- - The best anil most,
24 for windmill towers.
of men's and boys hats evur
THE
brought to Guadalupe County ai
We are sole agents for Chase Blankenship's.
& Sanborns Celebrated Coffees,
OF FORT SUPONER
try them Earickson &Co.
And the .printer had a griut.
"Oh, splash! I'me 'lone, think
No. 8617.
Kemp Lumber Co. has just re- I want to wear out all this turREPORT OF THE CONDITION
ceived a large consignment of key doin's working so hard."
of the
Lincoln Paints, Kalsornine, Oil
and Roof Paints.
porfíale--12acres of jjalented
land, within 5 lutlej of F'irt
OF FORT SUMNER.
living water; a ctiuic
J. B, Wilmeth has received a Sumner;
AT.
place J'or a dairy ranch; cheap
wall paper for cash.
stock of
Fort Sumner, in the Territory of New Mexico, at the close of
business, November lfl, 191W.
and sells the saine at regular
O. W. Foon.

venti-

lating, heating, sanitary and
lighting anpliancss will be features of what pro.nisps to be in
some respects the most modern
and most artistic school house in
the territory."
This bit of information is the
first publicity that has been given
to a proposition that has been
worked out between L. M. Disney of the Fort Sumner Land &
Development company and the
School Board.
The plan is for the company tc
erecta school building suc,h
properly serve the community. To do this the building will"
The Guadalupe County Teach- needs be one of the finest and
er's Association went into session best equipped in the Territory.
last night at A. Brown Harris's Title will be held by the company
Hall. The convention was opened until such tima as a bond issue
by prayer by Rev. Samuel E.be floated to transfer title to
Turner, followed by an address che people.
of welcome by Judge M. R. BakThe rice appreciation of Fort
er, after which the meeting was Sumner's
futuro shown by east
called to order with Sup'erintcn-Georgcapital is a constant source
ern
I'ureh in lh;v (Ih iir, and of encouragement
to local people
the program, a3 published in last and should dispel every doubt
week's issue of the Review, was entertained of our
future.
carried out. Friday afternoon
E.
is in town
Clark
Professor
J.
the teaehars enjoyed a trip down
the valley under the direction of today Ettiknding the Guadalupe
the Commercial Club's Entertain- County Teacher's Convention and
ment Committee. The conven- speaks enthusiastically of the
tion is in session today and a bali plan. He says it has been worked
and reception will be. given to- out before in communities siminight, the invitations for which larly situated and is not only
feasible but very desirable.
have already been sent out.

ip

over-shirt-

and-Cd's-

rst

First National Bank

te

Teachers Meet Here

RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts,
$57.719(54
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured
817 ()")
TJ. S. BonJs to secure circulation
6,250 00
Premiums on U. K. Honda
200 00
Banking house, Fnniiture and Fixtures .
7,000 00
Due from National B:inkt- (not reserve agents)
16.175 94
Due from approved Reserved Agents
13.176 15
Checks and other Cash Items
508 00
Notes of ether National Banks
1,38) 00
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels, and Cents
3 51
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
Specie
$0,225 25
.
Legal-tendnotes
JO 00 - .' . . .. , . .'v
6,295 25
Treas-ireRedemption fund with U. S..
r
(5 per cent of circulation)
. . .
312 50

prices.

....

Í

e

í 109,920

Total

A friend in need is Pmesalve

'.hej--

Lady Broncho Buster" nextyeaiu

The best, most pleasnnt, eisitst anr'
infest piil is K'ng's Little Liver Pill.
Sold by Sunnyside Dru j Co.

14

J.idge Terrell aad a party, of
YienJj came down from Go vis
Wednesday for a couple of days
tt the ducks. It d. n't always
jay ta be too inquisitive but we
íoticed none of them paid' any
:xcess baggage on the way home
3h, well, ducks need exercise.

175 91

flu9,926 o
Total
Kansas City, Nov. 23. RepreTerritory of New Mexico, )
Thursday- Evening Club. sentative David A. De Armor.d,
)
County of Guadalupe
ss:
I, C. C. Henry, Cashier of the
bank, do
An entertainment club, known one of the best known members
solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the
of
house
lower
the
congress,
of
by the alxive suggestive name
best of my knowledge and belief.
C. C: Henry, Csshit-rwas launched the evening of and ids young grandson were
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 22nd day of
Thanksgiving
day by sixteen burned to death in the destrucNovember, ltO.
lively members of our younger tion of the Ee Armond home at
Hekhry Reinhardt, Notary Public.
seal'
Mo.,
Butler,
early
morning.
this
set. The first entertainment was
CoruECT
Attestt:
body
Neither
has been recova card party at the Pecos Valley
Manuel Abkeu,
Hotel and the occasion thorough- - ered, and it is believed they were
Fred Williamson,
dories believed to
ly enjoyed.
V. R. Lovelace,.
The club members incinerated,
Directors.
t0 of the congressman were
have devised the rather unique
plan of dividing the organisation found V the searchers this
into two halves, one composed of morning,
0ther occupants of the house
Have just received a car each
Warning to the Public.
the young men and the other of
the youiig ladies, the gsntlemen escaped. Mrs. De Armond, the
I will not be. responsible 'for 'Wolfs Premium Flour Corn and
p, i oiatoes ana unions, l an-are responsible for one Thurs- - ' wifd cf the congressman, fainted !any debts contracted hereafter
ne
Goods, Sugar,
Alfalfa,
day's entertainment and the whsn she reached the ground bv mv wife
'
Windmills, Casing pipe and
ladies for the next.
It is not a and became hysterical and it was
B. B. Palmer.
tures. It will pay you to get you
card club, neithar is it a readingsomi? time before she could tell
circle or a dancinir club, but it what had happened.
Miss C. H. Olson, Governor to our Prices before buying else- w Uie
may be one or all according tot
"c...sv
Curry's Secretary, accompanied wnere. juanckson & (Jo.
r uuu- v.aa nun aiic uedi u uer
,
Viir Mice fVnroil
.
rtf fiunta Va
the tastes of the entertainers.
J
ineKactcutt p.ac3, under the
son call that the house7 was on' spent
7
ednesday
and Thursday dnection
i
of L. R. Schoch, hat
She barely had time to
p .
By All. fire.
cieveioped
Deen
"V
into an ideal í arm,
life.
escape with her own
sibilities, present and future. well deserving ot the close attenDa
David
was
Armond
pvnninoelected!
dnnce
Tlm.TiiMHav
Miss Olson returnod to Santa Fe tion of every farmer in the val- .1
1
given by the Band Boys proved to congress in 1891 and has serv- mi
ner uuues ue
inursuaywnere
ley This sort of soil pneparatibn
The boys ed since. He was born in March mand her constant attention, but ig tru,y
il n enjoyable success.
.la.ng thfl wrinkes
Pennsyl-hav- e
county.
Blair
were so encouraged that they;184at
MissConrand, who is temperan - from natureg face and
tü
decided, to have a similar vania.
ly stopping at the Commercial 'dimple8 n her cheeks.
Armond,
De
dead
the
Waddie
entertainment on the first and'
Hotel, will make her home here,
boy. vas a son of James A. De
The "Kenny Outfit" consisting
third Tuesdays os each month.
.
Armond, who lived across the
ine urst crop w ue.ng nai vest- - of four young bache!or3 recent y
Orchard-about
u.ansp!anted from the luxur:es of
An over heated stove in the street, and was visiting his grand ed on Blue Gate
woou.
It the east to the shack life, roots
was
wo
coras
Doy
stove
oi
sleeping
ine
room of Rock Island de- -' Parents.
pot at Santa Rosa caused a fire with his grandfather on the .seems a shame to clear away the anJ rowh iv of New Mexico.
stately om cnttonwooas tnar nave
transformimr their half sec-Wednesday that totally destroyed second floor of the house.
made this valley famous in a past tion into a veritable Mississippi
building
of
most
and
the
the
generation but Manager Centorbi
.'nü,. taim.
records.
...
.
The Delinquent Tax List for npnmiíia
nrvnsito. hpfinrif anil cril
above-name-

There is nothing so good for all ki
troubles as t'iiieuletf. Lie ne k'.i-neremedy. Pineulej act pro it'y ia
eliev n backache, weak back, pain in
the bladder and all urinary disorders.
Sjld by Sunnyslde Drug Co.

U--

04

2,954 83
6,2 '0 (W
72,747 16

2,W

are a sufficient number
to start tree planting.

Blankenship & Co. have just
received a large consignment of
nen's, boys and children's shoes,
.vhich added to their already
large stock, makes the best stock.
Walter Cook be into tows
)f shoes in Guadalupe County.
wei k lo lv cup. rute uf r a üuvií- uous season on the roaa witü
Any suitof Clothes in the house Kennedy's Wi'd West.
He say
at cost for cash. Ixok at them his pal "Steek" is now hi trainit Earickson & Co.
ing in: the part of th? "Bearded

Í25.0C0 00

-

Children's underwear in al
at Blankenship

tyles and prices
A Co.

d

Mrs. Howard Barrett is teach
ng a class in Spanish. The class
neets each Tuesday and Fridaj
it 7:30 p. m.

M. A. Rooney lias let the contract for a modern four room
J. O. Welborn wants to trade pottage to be erected in the south
?ort Sumner town property for ,jart of town.
x good team and wagon; he will
Earl Irwin haj rented grazing
vill pay the difference in piict
and near Buchanan and moved
in cash.
his herds there this week.
The Hereford Nursery Co.
Mrs. (.'. W. Foor has been under
if Hereford, Texas, has estab-ishea branch office at Fori Jie doctor's care this week.
Sumner,
J. H. Keeling agent.
Such a "bizzyness" struck the
Their stock is acclimated ant
guaranteed from infection.
bachelor part of tha community
when the god locking schcoj
LCST-Bl- ack
leather Bill fold, marm's began to arrive. Cloves
marked "Swift & Company" and
five points an hcur,
)rown leather cigarette case. advanced
Finder please return to this barbers worked overtime with
office.
extra help and no time to eat,
while every haberdashery counEarickson & Co have just re, ter has a "drouth" sign on red
ceived a car of Fancy and Star
neckties and green socklets.
canned Vegatables, ncljding
the Famous Richelieu Jams.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fitzgib-,bo- n
Mincemeat, and other items too
arrived from their honey-- .
numerous to mention.
moon trip Thursday, and are reof
A viving the congratulations
STRAYED or STOLEN
whitp-fne- e
They
sorrel horse, hranded their numerous friend.
-- Xon right shoulder and vyv-- L will begin housekeeping in the
Chestnut sorrel Curtis cottage.
on riirht hin.
young pony mare, tront leet
ivire-cu- t,
and bay mare, white
Lee Blaylock. who has a claim
A liberal north of town, has returned from
hair about the head.
s
mur-hireward for information or de- Snyder, Okla., where he has been
for livery.
employed as weigher in a cotton
T. J. Burt.
yard.
d

1

'

i

w

Enjoyed

Cuibol-ize-

Never be without it. P.nesalve
Ditch Superintendent MeCanne-expectburns,
to turn on the water C'arbolfeed is jtoJd for cuta,
bruises and scratches.
Sold by Sunuy-Jid- e
ibout December 15, provided
Druff Co.

LIAML1TIES.
Capital stock paid in
Undivided Profits, less Expensc'3
- and Taxes paid
National Bank Notes outstanding
Indivual Deposits subject to chuck - - . Time Certificates of Deposit
- Cashier's Checke outstanding

i

t

1

more tame tor tne valley wnen
luemanica is oem
Will trade acreage under the the Review office.
It would be
apples, grapes and pears shall oughly cleaned and prep.u-editch for a good work team.
of interest to some of our fellow have renlaced the ornamentals.
the ensuing season.
L. C. VanHecxe.
citizens to call and see it.

'

-

FORT

SUMNER

PORT SUMNER

REVIEW

NEW MEXICO

NKW MEXICO

A.
TEI?I?I'rOI?lAJL a4á

Preach the gospel of cheerfulness
wherever you go.
Cultivate the outdoor habit all you
can, even though cold weather's coming on.
This time there Is no one to dispute
Secretary Wilson's word In regard to
the big crops.
No matter, how funny a typographical error Is, It seldom amuses the
proofreader who passed It.
"Germany Is getting our hogs now,

says a Berlin dispatch. Haven't
ticed any especial shortage of

"A New York typewriter girl has

no-

es-

tablished a record of 73 words a minute," says a Topeki paper. Exactly;
writing or talking?
Overdressing,

flirting and gossiping

are the three cardinal sins of women
in this country, and in England a desire to vote has to be added.
What the scientists claim to know
about the limitations of aeroplanes Is
Just about equal to what they claimed
to know about steamships 100 years
ago.
"An observing person
woman's character from
wears," says a writer.
horrible characters most
ly women have!

can read

the hat she
Then what
of our saint

It is now assured that the United

States army will soon be well supplied
with effective airships. This being the
case, the navies of Europe are nothing to us but the hugest kind of
jokes.
Noblemen coming to this country
should take a course In polite correspondence before embarking. It may
prove embarrassing to have some
third person write their lore letters
for them.
England's greatest trouble is trying
to make its reecipts equal Its expenses. There are many other lands
that hare the same trouble, and not
a few Individuals who find themselves
up against the problem all the year
'round.
A summer girl has just sued for
damages for breach of promise, claiming that a seashore engagement she
took seriously. This creates a precedent which may hare portentous results on that farorite pastime, the seaside flirtation.
A distinguished scientist and physician. Dr. Felix Regnault, says there
are few men and women of full age
say 25 years who hare not yet
contracted the malady that will Anally kill tbem. The trouble gets Into
the system some way and secretes
Itself In some organ and there lies
dormant until the conditions are ripe
Tor its fatal actlrity. According to this
idea no one dies of old age.

Someone has Introduced in the
British parliament a bill providing for
levying taxes on land at the north
pole, on the assumption that the country up there is part of the empire.
But this gentleman, whether joking or
serious, is not likely to scare up much
excitement oyer the matter. There
are questions of taxation much nearer home in which the British people
are far more deeply Interested.
An odd point has arisen

following
the matter of air trarel. A member
of the Aero club in New York has
suggested that as some persons might
consider flight over their private property as trespass, air routes should be
legally condemned for the use of the
public. At the same time,
property-owner- s
would like to be sure
when taking strolls in their private
grounds that they would not be bombarded with, casual air tourists tumbling down out of the sky from defective airships.
The storm which wrecked Key
West and which may hare wrought
wide havoc along the east coast of
Florida seems to have been one of the
fiercest known for many years. The
wonderful
circumstance, considering
the terrific destruction of property
noted in the early reports, is the absence of casualties and fatalities.
Property losses can be repaired in
time, but human beings killed or injured represent a loss which can not
be made good to the community In
which it occurs.
.

NEWS

Underground Water Survey,
The United States Geological Surrey has recently made an investigation of the underground water iu the
Portales Valley, New Mexico, to as
certain the possibilities of utilizing
This valley is lo
it for irrigation.
cated in the east central part of the
belt, where
territory, in the semi-ari- d
success has been at
considerable
tained by dry farming methods, but
where the productivity of the soil
would be immensely Increased if wa
ter could be artificially applied.
The physiography of the valley is
fifty
peculiar.
It is approximately
miles long and ten miles wide and is
depressed several hundred feet below
the high plains of the surrounding re
gion. It has a southeasterly trend
and slopes with a slight gradient in
this direction.
Certain conditions existing in this
valley are peculiarly favorable to the
recovery of the underground water.
Porous materials lie near the surface
and are underlain by impervious clays
In the lowest portion of the ralley
these porous materials are saturated
with water nearly to the top, and this
water is freely given up to shallow
and inexpensive wells and can be
lifted to the surface at relatively
small cost. A further advantage lies
in the regular topography
which
makes it easy to lead the water over
the land.
of all the factors
A consideration
involved points to the conclusion that
under favorable conditions water can
be profitably pumped for Irrigation,
but that where the water is at considerable depth, where the power is expensive or 1b wastefully applied,
or
where any other conditions are unfavorable the expense of pumping
may be greater than the value of the
crops that can be grown with the wa-

ter.

In a test made at Portales a well
feet deep was pumped at
the rate of 860 gallons a minute by
means of a centrifugal pump operated
by a gasoline engine. The water here
normally stands 16H feet below the
surface, but pumping lowered it to
twenty-eigh- t
feet. In this test a quantity of gasoline costing approximately $3.50 was consumed in bringing to
of water
the surface one acre-foo- t
this is enough water to cover an acre
to a depth of a foot. This was a fair
test for an ordinary small pumping
plant, but with the most economical
machinery and fuel the cost could,
perhaps, be materially reduced.
A popular opinion prevails that the
supply of underground water is inexhaustible, but this belief is erroneous. The quantity of water now
stored in the ground is sufficient to
Irrigate thoroughly the entire valley
for only a few years. Moreover, the
removal of any considerable portion
of this underground store will lower
the water level to each an extent that
the cost of pumping will become a
formidable barrier to the utilization
of the remaining portion.
During the coming year O. E. Mein- zer, who made the investigation tor
the Geological Surrey will prepare a
report on the subject in which all the
problems relating to the underground
water in the region will be more fully
discussed.
ninety-si- x

Negro Clerk Arrested.
An Albuquerque dispatch of the 19th
Inst. Bays: Charged with embezzling
money from the mails in the local
postofflce, Arthur S. Smith, a colored
mailing clerk, was arrested today by
Crawford and
Postofflce Inspector
Deputy United States Marshal Forbes,
and will have a hearing tomorrow.
Money had been mysteriously dis
appearing from letters for some time
and the thefts were traced to Smith
by means of a decoy letter enclosing
a marked bank note.
dressing in the
Smith had been
height of fashion and setting a fast
pace In colored circles for some time.

New Mexico Crops.
In the government crop report for
November, Just Issued, says the Albuquerque Journal, New Mexico Is credited with a production
of 2,128,000
bushels of corn against 1,755,000 bushels last year. The average per acre
is 31.3 bushels, which is better than
last year by over 4 bushels. In oats the
weight per burhel Is 37 pounds against
31 pounds last. year.
The weight of
wheat per bushel is given as 60
pounds, which is the same as last
year. The Irish potato crop Is only
three-fourth- s
0
that of 1908, that is,
Quality slightly better
bushels.
than last year. No report of sweet potatoes made yet. Some of mighty fine
quality were grown in the territory
this season.
The apple crop was about 15 per
cent, less than last year; pears not
quite so good, but grapes five per
cent, better. Kaffir corn and cow
peas appear in the report as crops
worth reporting, but in quality not
quite as good as 1908.
The prices of wheat per bushel for
this year against last year are $1.10
and 95 cents; corn 90 to 81 cents;
oats 60 to 56 cents; potatoes $1.10 to
91 cents;
butter, pound 32 to 31
cents; eggs, per dozen 30 to 26 cents.
Search for New Governor.
telegram received at
Albuuqerque on the 17th inst. says:
Solomon Luna, Republican
national
committeeman from New Mexico, and
District Judge Ira A. Abbott of this
city, have been in close conference
for several days with Secretary of the
Interior Ballinger and other officials
at Washington in regard to the appointment of a successor to George
Curry, whose resignation as governor
takes effect next spring.
Mr. Luna gave out an Interview in
Washington to the effect that Gov
ernor Curry's resignation was entirely
voluntary and that there are at least
thirty applicants for the position of
governor.
It is stated here that Governor Curry has said his successor
will be named tomorrow and that the
governor thinks he knows the name,
but will not give it out.
A Washington

Handcuffed Prisoner Escapes.
An Albuquerque
dispatch of the
18th inst. says: John Molstern, alias
Truxton Holstern, furnished considerable excitement at the Santa Fe station here tonight, when he escaped
Romero,
who had
from
Sheriff
brought him from Las Vegas to be
held in jail here pending commitment
to the reform scuuol at Springer.
The boy, who escaped
from jail
here some time ago, while a trusty,
was caught in Las Vegas Wednesday.
When the sheriff got off the train
here with his prisoner, the boy made
a desperate break for liberty, and the
pursued him through the
sheriff
crowd-athe station, firing at him
with a
in vain.
When the sheriff tripped and fell
headlong, the boy made good his escape and no trace of him can be
found. He is handcuffed and it is believed will be recaptured.

Revised Population Estimate.
The completed school census returns did not bear out the first prediction of a school population for New
Mexico of more than 100,000. The total
figure is merely 98,. As the censuB includes all persons between the ages
of five and twanty-one- ,
or fully one- third of the entire population, it looks,
says the Santa Fe New Mexican, as if
it would take very accurate counting
to give New Mexico sufficient population to entitle it to two congressmen
as a state. But there is some evi
dence that the school census was not
as accurately taken In some counties
as in others. It seems strange, for
Instance, that Colfax should rank fourteenth on the list when the common
impression Is that it should be near
the head. Perhaps, too. In New Mexico, conditions are unusual, on account of the
large population
of
health-seekerprospectors, and others who have no families or if they
have families, have them living elsewhere. Perhaps, a multiplier of 8V
is nearer correct, and if that is the
case, the population of the territory
will be found to be fully 350,000, for
the Indians are not Included in the
school census.
This multiplier would make no difference in the relatire rank of counties, which shows McKlnley county
to be by far the least populous of
New Mexico counties. The estimated
population, less the Indians, would
then be:
'
Bernalillo, 26,890; San Miguel,
Santa Fe, 19,870; Rio Arriba,
Quay, 15",886;
Chares, 18,550;
Grant, 15,782; Roosevelt, 15,690;
16,575; Dona Ana, 15,244; Mora,
lb,116; Curry, 13,655; Taos, 13,237;
Colfax, 13,142; Eddy, 12,880; Guadalupe, 11,872; Union, 11,753; Valencia,
11,309; Torrance, 10,000; Otero, 8,697;
Lincoln, 7,962; Sandoval, 7,126;
San
Juan, 6,832; Sierra, 4,830; Luna, 4,463;
McKinley, 2,590.
New Mexico could be cut into 133
counties the population of McKlnley,
while there would not be enough population to make thirteen counties of
More
the population of Bernalillo.
of the population lives
than one-fiftin the three central counties of Bernalillo, San Miguel and Santa Fe; almost
one-thir- d
lives in the three counties
named with Rio Arriba and Mora add
ed; by adding Taos, Colfax, Socorro
and Valencia, almost one-haof the.
population of the territory is found to
be in the central counties from Socoro
northward. Similarly, one-haof the
population Is crowded In the Rio
Grande counties, while the lower Pecos counties of Chaves, Eddy and
Roosevelt have only
of
the population of the territory, and
adding to these the other eastern
counties of Curry, Quay, Guadalupe
and Union, only a little over
of the population is included.
Judge Called to Washington.
The Albuquerque
Journal of the
14th inst. says: Judge Ira A. Abbott
of the District Court left last night
for Waslngton for a conference on important New Mexico matters with Attorney General Wickersham and other
officials of the Department of Justice.
Judge Abbott's abrupt departure in
the midst of the court term followed
en urgent telegram receired from the
attorney general on the preceding day
asking that if possible he come to the
capital at once for a conference with
the department In regard to territorial matters under consideration.
Judge Abbott yesterday excused the
jury until November 23rd, a week
from Tuesday, at which time he ex- pect8 t0 be back in Albuquerque.
"I have no idea what matters are
to be discussed," said Judge Abbott
last night. "In fact, 1 have had no
intimation whatever aside from the
brief telegram which simply requestIn Washington
ed my presence
at
once."

Work on Dam Abandoned.
Some surprise was caused at Santa
Fe a few days since by the announcement that the Santa Fe Irrigation &
Improvement Company, after spending thousands of dollars on dam No.
1, on the Arroyo Hondo, six miles
south of Santa Fe, has decided to
aDanaon tne asm ana ouua aams inoh.
2 and 3 Instead. The contracting firm
in charge of the work having relieved
Chief Engineer Stenlund and appointed Engineer E. Meyers to have charge
of the work for Henry A. Allen & Co.,
of Chicago.
The abandonment of dam No. 1 was
caused by the great depth of bedrock,
which indicated that the construction
W. H. Gleason, a wealthy property
The engineer owner of Alamogordo, his home, and
would be too costly.
lawwho was supplanted threatens a
at Silver City and Santa Rosa, died
on the ICth inst. at El Paso, Tex.
suit
Advertising New Mexico.
Says the Albuquerque Journal: H.
B Hening, secretary of the New Mexhas
of Immigration,
ico Bureau
Journal
to the . Morning
writen
correspondent, asking that some of
the new illustrated literature descriptive of Alamogordo and Otero county
be sent to him at Chicago to be distributed at the United States Land
The literand Irrigation Exposition.
ature has been forwarded to Mr. Hening by President Wolflnger of the Alamo Business Men's Club. The club
has also sent some of the choicest
specimens from the Otero county exhibit at the Albuquerque and El paso
fairs. These specimens will be displayed at the Chicago Exposition. The
remainder of this exhibit has been
In the El Paso
left on exhibition
Chamber of Commerce.

Clovls Improvements,
The town of Clovis has issued $125,-000 worth of bonds for civic- - improve
ments, water supply, sewerage and
electric lights. The mains and lat
erals of the sanitary sewer system
are now being laid. A $9,000 electric
power house will be equipped with
the best machinery that money can
buy. The electric lights are to be
burning by December 1st at the latare
wells
.
Five new 1,000-foexpected to supply an inexhaustible
The remark that probably a care- and permanently adequate supply of
lessly thrown cigar was the cause of water for the city.
the terrible sewer explosion in New
Over a million dollars In railroad
York City which sent 80 manhole improvements has been spent by the
Santa Fe railroad company at Clovis.
covers into the air and destroyed windows by the hundreds, is recalled by The beautiful new Harvey house and
depot are now in use, the hotel, "La
a dispatch from New York City
being one of the
ing of the partial destruction of an Gran Quivera,"
The Montana Power & Irrigation
and most commodious on
automobile which was Ignited by a handsomest
Company has filed incorporation pasystem.
cigar thrown upon "a streak of gaso- the
pers at Santa Fe. The capitalization
line." There is much streaking of
Col. D. J. N. A. Jewett, a reteran of is $100,000 and it proposes to erect
gasoline, nowadays, and the careful the Crimean and Civil wars, a famous power works near Santa Fe to supply
disposition of cigars and matches Is duelist in Europe and an Indian fight- a large radius. The Incorporators
more important than ever.
er of New Mexico, died at Capitán a and directors are G. F. Flick, F. C.
Wilson and J. A. Másele of Santa Fe.
few days since, aged 77.
October 1909, was practically normal
The railroads seem to be doing the
A Washington dispatch of the 17th
only fall plowing reported
at the inst.
says:
Postmaster General in temperature, largely given to sunpresent time from the new wheat Hitchcock and Solomon Luna, Repub- shine and comparatively dry. The temcountry in northwestern Canada. But lican national committeeman for New
territory as a whole
snow is not an evil visitation even Mexico, were at the White House to- perature of the
when it comes early, as it adds to the day and discussed with President Taft averaged considerably higher than Oc1908, but was slightly lower
fertility of the soil.
of a successor to tober,
the appointment
Curry of New Mexico, who than the month in 1907.
Gorernor
A minister in Chicago, speaking of recently
tendered his resignation.
The residence of John Medlnger was
the ideal woman, asserts that too fre- No decision was reached Among destroyed, with contents, and the
quently one finds a
hat on those
promiwho
have been
part of Las Cruces threata ten-cehead. But that is a condi- nently mentioned for this place is A. who'e west
tion which, like death and taxes, is L. Lawshe, third assistant postmaster ened by a fire which broke out at 1
not confined to any sex, age or pre- general, who has spent some time in o'clock on the morning of the 15th
vious condition of servitude.
the territory recently on account of Inst. The loss on the houBe was about
$7,000, with no insurance.
ill health.

C. F. & I. Mine Accident.
A Silver City dispatch of the 18th

Inst. savs: Rafael

Marques,

Martin

Juarez, Eplfanio Duran and Juan Fernandez, employes of the Colorado Fuel
& Iron Company, were all instantly
killed while working in a mine at Fierro, Saturday,- - when 40 or 50 tons of
earth and rock which had become
loosened by blasting fell on them
while they were working in the botchute.
tom of a
Seven men were In the chute, four
being instantly killed, and the other
three seriously Injured.
The accident occured at the Eighty-siiron mine. A large force was
rushed to the scene and the work of
rescue begun, it being necessary to
blast away a solid rock weighing fifteen tons to get the body of the
seventh.
The bodies of the dead were crushed
recognition.
beyond
and mangled
Three of them were married men
with families. Juan Fernandez was
20 and unmarried.
The New Mexico Institute for the
Blind at Alamogordo opend on the
11th inst. with nine pupils in attendance. The opening was postponed a
day In order to allow Miss Nicholas,
teacher of music, to go to El Paso to
receive and outfit a number of incoming pupils. Mr. Wolflnger, secretary
of the board of regents, says that
transportation has been aranged for
fifteen pupils in addition to those now
enrolled. Indications now point to a
very successful school term.

ENDS STANDARD
OIL COMPANY
CIRCUIT COURT
ORDERS GREAT CORPO-

UNITED STATES

A NURSE'S EXPERIENCE.
Backache, Pains In the Kidneys, Bloating, Etc., Overcome.
A nurse is expected to know what
to do for common ailments, and wom
en who suffer backache, constant languor, and other com-

mon symptoms at'
complaint,
should be grateful to
Mrs. Minnie Turner,
of E. B. St,
Okla.,
for
ILLEGAL
COMBINATION
pointing out the way
quick
to find
relief. Mrs. Turner used
conDoan's Kidney Pills for a
GOVERNMENT
WINS 8WEEPING dition, backache, pains in the sides and
kidneys, bloated limbs, etc. "The way
VICTORY BUT COMPANY
they hare built me up is simply marWILL APPEAL.
velous," says Mrs. Turner, who is a
nurse.
"My health improred rapidly.
Fire boxes did so much for me I am
St. Paul, Nov. 20. In an opinion telling everybody about
Remember the name Doan's. Sold
written by Judge Walter H. Sanborn
of St. Paul and concurred In by Judges by all dealers. 50 cents a box. Foster-MilbuCo, Buffalo, N. Y.
Vandeventer, Hook and Adams, with
a special concurring opinion by Judge
Good Place for Camels.
Hook, the United States Circuit Court
Gov. Glasscock of West Virginia,
for the Eastern district of Missouri while traveling through Arizona, no
Saturday handed down an opinion de- ticed the dry, dusty appearance of the
claring the Standard Oil Company of country.
Doesn't it ever rain around here?
New Jersey an illegal combination op
he asked one of the natives.
erating In restraint of trade and or
Rain?" the native spat. "Rain?
dered its dissolution.
Why, say, pardner, there's bullfrogs
The opinion was filed simultane in this yere town over five years old
ously in St. Louis and in St. Paul.
that hain't learned to swim yet"
In this decision
the government Everybody's Magazine.
wins a sweeping victory, and accordFighting the Slave Trade.
ing to Frank B. Kellogg of this city,
Although slave-tradin- g
is generally
who was the special prosecutor, the supposed to be a thing of the past, the
government has won erery point for United States contributes annually
which it contended.
$100 as its share of the expense of
The decree filed by Judge Sanborn keeping up at Brussels an institution
as the international bureau for
known
is comprehensive
and enjoins the
company,
Standard
its directors. the repression of the African slave
agents, servants and employes from trade.
voting any of the stock in any of the
subsidiary companies, and from exer- QUEEN OF ACTRESSES
cising or attempting to exercise any
fl.
PRAISES
control, direction, supervision or ina
fluence over the acts of these subsidiary companies by virtue of itB holding of their stock.
The subsidiary companies, their officers, directors, agents, servants and
employes 'are enjoined from declaring
or paying any dividends to the Standard company on account of any of the
stock of these subsidiary companies
held by the Standard company, and
nÍl
from permitting the latter to vote any
J
stock in, or to direct the policy of the
subsidiary companies, or to exercise
any control whatsoever orer the corporate acts of any of the subsidiary
'ygmnSsmM Marlowe
companies by virtue of such stock, or
glad to write my endorse'
"I am
by virtue of the power orer the sub- ment
ot the great remedy, Peruna.
sidiary corporations acquired
by do bo most heartily." Julia Marlowe.
means of the illegal . combination,
Any remedy that benefits digestion.
either by the use of liquidating certif- strengthens the nerves.
icates.
The nerve centers require nutrition.
But the defendants are not prohibIf the digestion is impaired, the nerve
become anemic, and neivon
centers
ited from distributing rateably to the
shareholders of the principal company debility lathe result.
the snares to which they are equitably entitled in the stocks of the defendant corporations that are parties
to the combination.
The case will be appealed direct to
the United States Supreme Court, as
the Judges who signed Saturday's decree are in effect the Judges of the
United States Circuit Court of Appeals, although they were sitting tor
the purpose of trying this case as the
Circuit Court for the Eastern District
of Missouri.
The decree of the court dissolving
the Standard Oil trust becomes effective in thirty days, when no doubt a
Btay will be granted? for the purpose
of an appeal
When the decree takes effect, unless
a stay is granted, an Injunction will isFor sore throat, sharp pain
sue restraining the Standard Oil Comra hings, tightness across the
pany from a further continuance of its
chest, hoarseness or cough,
business under its present formation.
tare the parts with Sloan's
Liniment You don't need to
Twenty Minera Found' Allwe.
ruby just lay it on lightly. It
Cherry, 111. The gamut from deeppenetrates instantly to the seat
est despair to an hysteria- of hope
of the trouble, relieves congeswsb run here Saturday when twenty
tion and stops the pain.
miners, entombed in the St. Paul
mine for a week, almost to the hour,
Here's the Proof.
Mr. A. W. Price, Fredonia, Kara,
were brought to the surface alive-- .
: "We hare used Sloan's Linisays
But later gloom again succeeded
ment for a year, and find it an excehope. Twenty
saved, ninety - two
llent thing for sore throat, chest pains,
known dead and 19 missing was the
colds, and hay fever attacks. A few
record at the St. Paul mine Sunday
drops taken on sugar stops coughing and sneering instantly."
night.
Ten dead were brought to the but-lac- e
Sunday and thirty-seve- n
more'
dead were located in the second; level
but were not brought up oh account
of black damp. What had promised
to be Cherry" real day of thanksgiving ended in a night of hope deferred,
or despair.
At the end of the day no living man
is easier to use than porous
or boy had been added to the list of
plasters, acts quicker and does
the twenty rescued Saturday.
not clog up the pores of the skin.
It is an excellent an
tiseptic remedy for
Altor Yacht Is Safe.
asthma, bronchitis,
Willemstad, Curacao. John Jacob
and all inflammatory
Astor's steam yacht Nounnahal was
diseases
of the
San
of
In
safe
Juan, Porto
the harbor
throat and chest ;
will break up the
Rico, an November 15th, according to
,
deadly membrane in
the report brought by the Red D liner
an attack of croup,
Caracas Sunday. The Caracas reports
and will kill any kind
that the Nourmahal arrived at San
of neuralgia or rheu14th and was
Juan on November
matic pains.
there on the 15th.
All drnajrlats keep
81 oan's XLolment.
Prim 25&, 50o.,I1.00.
Gompers and Mitchell
Dr. Earl S. Sloan,
Toronto.
After unanimously reBOSTON, KA8S.
electing President Samuel Gompers,
Vice President John Mitchell, Secretary Frank Morrison and other executive officers, and selecting St. Louis
One hiprnent will convine
as the place for holding the next
that we pay the highest price m
for
meeting,
annual
the twenty-nint- h
un íruiu
vj wj- more in
artunl
ruih than any other house.
convention of the American FederaWe do not pad oar price list to tempt
orh
the tmrinar. hot inñ
tion of Labor adjourned Saturday.
rJ Nhonentír and pay the hiiest firioea
?jpostiibIe on this basis,
: M
President Gompers, in thanking the
We furnish trans, halt and ottier
convention, declared that it meant
??pp leaasoost. fl"natodB7 for Free
iHfcflf Catalog O and Market Report and
that the principles for which he and
his colleagues had dared to stand
'new "Trapper'e Guide," eontatning
nearly K pune oí valuable tips ana
have the unanimous approval of
sac re U. Largest In the world In our Una.
Fansten BrtK.eYC., 143DS.,St.tw.i,Mo.
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The Foit Sumner Commercial
Club now numbers among its

members thirty-tw- o
business
men. There are few communi
ties where a commercial organization has snch complete support
arid the fact speaks well for the
spirit of harmony and cooperation
that has so completely replaced
the old antagonisms that once
J
were rife in our midst.
'It is to be deplored that the
few who remain out in the cold
and sneer at our commercial club
and its activit es are eld tirr.eri
tvsry new comer becomes immediately an active member.
The La Lande Leader has
reached this office.
It is r.ither sm 11 in size
but makes gf.od in the number
of jts editors and proprietors. It
has no politics Or religion and
announces its purpose to boost
La Lande which appears to be a
very narrow basis upon which to
bui d a great newspaper.
It is
evidently democratic or it would
havj ground in the first line that
it would be republican in politics.
We suppose it is built tn the
publication pie order, and trying
to slip up on the "Notices for
Publication."
As it announces
its purpose to boost La Ladde w e
suppose the "business men" of
the town will rot stand by and
see it die for want of nourishment. But as you promise to be
a booster we extend the frat2r-na- l
hand.
'

There are several wells on the
Truchas that would furnish water to irrigate forty acres of land
and the water would only have
to be lifted from 12 to 25 feet
Then comes the Aniel with like
conditions, next comes the
creek to enter into the
Pecos about 18 miles north west
of town. This is one of the most
promising propositions as there
are hundreds of acres on the
Alamogordo that can be out un
der irrigation at a nominal cost.
Again, there is an inexhausti
ble underflow in the Perns va'lov
- -j
proper, meaning along the river,
in what might be termed the
"first bottom" where water can
be had anywhere at a shallow
depth. This system of irrigation
is glowing rapidly and it will be
but a short time until the known
shallow water belts will be occu
pied.. We will have, prosperous
communities spring up all over
tie country and manv Drosoer- ous homes will be built, thus ad
ding to our material wealth from
a source that has not been here
tofore seriously considered by
our people.

have good farms under the ditch to

N. M.

You're sure of a crop under irrigation.

Dry Goods, Eoots and Shoes,
Gent's Furnishings
Furniture Hardware
Groceries Hay and Feed
Farming Implements and Wagons

You can make enough to buy your own

ten acres next year.

L. C. VanHecke.
(Lsa
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We have just received a new and complete line of Ladies and Gents Furnishings

ASK FOR OUR PRICES
FORT SUMNER,

NEW MEX.

PECOS VALLEY HOTEL
FORT SUMNER,

N. M

FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATIONS
Meals and Lodgins $2.00 Per Day.
Mrs. R. BEAUBIEN, Proprietress.

Conditions

A. A. Weils

and Needs.

Praised by Press and Pulpit

Fy Jas. W. Mullens.
Educational conditions in New
Mexico have improved so much
No Piano has ever been wore enthusiastically endorsed.
in the past ten years that. tn
The Artistic Case, the Ea3y, Responsive Action, and above
those familiar with the old meth
oil the deep, sweet, rich Tona, captivates performer and lis
ods, it would seem all we have
tener, i no umtod vertíict is that
to do now' is to rest on our oars
and let the situation solve itself.
LOMBARD
ARE
But, education, unlike reform,
does not work by spells it must
be a steady, incessant pull for
objects sought by directing hands
Thus we find that the educators
are sometimes and in some ways
Rev. Ceo. Ponblwiay, Pres. Corpus Chrlttl Colls, Galeilrortr.
trying to reform instead of edu
Ill sav- - "W nr.
cate.
Our present school laws are
the most effective in some re
Parker-buIMitnr
The thing that is to bring more spects, when properly enforced, seat3 meErnest
. .. J72" "I must "av tKa' th IiomoaM
is j. bcul ful In.ituitiniPr.
,
. aMUUAIU
urm, n e are more utau saiisueil."
material wealth and furnish oi any in the west, but the srreat
more homes than any other one principle of the rights of the
thing is the irrigation by private governed is overlooked in some
These are samples of hundreds ef enthusiastic letters
pumi ing plants. There is doubt- places and must be remedied or
received la every mall.
less more land that can be suc- we will find not only farcical and
cessfully irrigated from the prejudiced enforcement of our Do NotBjivPjgnl)ritj You ave investigated
the Lombard.
shallow water in the territory school laws, but actual inability
Wo send the Lombard Piano to any reliable party on 10 dará free
than can be placed under irriga- to carry out their provisions. U may
trial.
be paid for by easy monthly or quarterly payments. Credit will
be
tion from the flowing streams. More discretion should be allowed jtvea to suit any honest customer.
A discount allowed for all cash.
Some of these great shallow wat directors. Hard and fast provisGAULSBURG PIANO CO.,
er tracts have ' been touched ions of laws covering business
slightly, the last one of these to principies are like flat railroad MANUFACTUaEM,
GALES3URO. ILL.
come to notice is the Portales rates; they conflict with higher
Cea the otütor oí this paper for further information about th
shallow water belt, comprising laws or the constitution of the
thousands of acres with an abun- country and become a dead letter iiCmbard Piano, and a cpectul opportunity to get one almost FREE,
omí; one vrí'i
the bargain of his life.
dant supply of water at from 12 when tested.
The one great problem that has
to 35 feet from the surface. They
have already a contract for the never been solved by any school
construction of a central power man in this territory is tn
plant which will supply several jeach the rural schools, to edu
i acres
ii
j inousana
and are now cate the parents to the necessitv
reaching out for a second and of educating their children. The
r
third. This will give them irr' foundation of every government
is
the rural' population. From it
gation as cheap y as they can get
under the regular canal system must be drawn the new and
rum
stock which will steer
where river water is used. But
the thing that is to make the the ship of state and keep the
territory famous is the number nation on a plane that will merit
of places where, sav from fortv the respect of honest men. A
to one hundred acres can be put man's education and environ'
D
I
under irrigation by private part- ments determine his ideas of
will
honesty
and intesxitv. What tn
ies with gasoline pumping plants
C
CLAIM
and the party have the benefit of the man reared and educated in
surroundings
of
graft and ques- D
a large open range around that
can be utilized by range stock in tionable proceedure is a ioke. is
conjunction with the farm. Es- to the stalwart, country-grow- n
pecially is thistrueof this county, man a crime against the masses.
from Fort Sumner north such Legislation cannot make . men
C. VanHecke,
conditions exist First we have honest; education can. What is
the Truchas, emptying into the needed in this territory then, is
'The Townsite Man."
Pecos here, anrj which has an legislation so expansive and com
d
abundant underflow capable of prehensive that when
on page 6. )
irrigating hundreds of acres.
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a Good Government Lots
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Builder
Plans and Specifications Furnished Free

Paid Up Turn-Ke- y
Jobs
"A SPECIALTY."
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THE

BEST m THE WORLD

Are Scarce.

have buyers who
accept your QUIT

0

DEED.

LIST WITH ME
L

obstruc-(continue-

NEW MEXICO.

Earickson & Co,

Communication.
Educational

Furnishings

:

Also a BRANCH HOUSE at GUADALUPE,

lease to responsible farmers on good terms.
Several of our prominet business men have put their premises
in good sanitary condition; it is
commended by all and strong
hopes are entertained that others
may follow the good example.
There ara many who would follow suit if they would stop to
count the ccst to them of a probable case of typhoid fever should
attack one' of their family or
t.lemselves.

and
::

"Right Goods at tlie Right Price."

Irrigated

$
(6 pt.
7 2

insertion

J. L. MAXWELL.

Land to Lease

Editor and Propietor.
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Simon Katz

will givel$2.00 to the Woodmerfof the World Camp
No. 68, towards building a Hall,' out of the sale of

each and every SUIT of CLOTHES ordered from
him during the months of November and December.
Also 50 cents from every Fair of Pant
sold by him during the same time.

M m

El

liemp Lump erlo
Headquarters
For all Kinds of
BUILDING

Material,

Paints and Builders
Hardware
"Prices Right."
HARRY W. NAYLOR, Local

erawg.igwikgraf.
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Before leaving New York for Europe a few days since. Sir Thomas
Upton stated that he will challenge
for a race for the American cup, to be
sailed in 1911.
Shareholders of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & SL Louis (Big
Four) railroad met at Cleveland and
CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP voted a bond issue of $20,000,000 for
physical improvements.
ROUND
WIRES
ABOUT
A new $1,000,000,000 company will
THE WORLD.
be the result of an action of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company in securing control of the WestCompany
Telegraph
Union
DURING THE PAST WEEK ern
through the purchase of Gould Stock.
Mrs. Alice Smith, wife of Leroy K
Smith, superintendent of the AmeriA RECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS can District Telegraph Company of
York, died at her home in Newark, N.
CONDENSED FOR BU8Y
J., a few days ago after swallowing
PEOPLE.
some tablets taken to relieve a bead-ach-

NEWS TO DATE

A GOOD COUGH

Simple

WESTERN

NEWS.

The

Pilgrims

of England

played
toot-bal-

eight-trac-

'

k

life wife, while she was still Miss Alice
Roosevelt, had been photographed by
ficiary.
him astride the sacred elephant of the
Ellas Ray, one of the wealthiest land Koreans at their national capital.
at
owners of Indiana, killed himself
The will of the late Mrs. Franziska
Lafayette a few days since rather than Speyer, widow of George Speyer, a
al
for
the
trial
to
face
o to court
partner' in the banking house of
leged murder of one of his employes Speyer & Co., of New York, London
last spring. He struck the man with and
beFrankfort - on - the - Main,
a club during a quarrel. Ray leaves queaths between $8,000,000 and
a million dollars.
gifts
charity.
Include
The
to
As waB predicted when the Burling- $1.000,000 for research Into the subton obtained control of the Colorado & ject of cancer and lupus.
Southern last January, the Adams ExDirector Lowell of the observatory
press Company will succeed to the ex- at Flagstaff, Ariz., reports the first
press business of the C. & S., the apparent Antarctic snowfall of the
Wells-FargCompany having been no- season on Mars. Two patches appear
tified that its franchise will not be at the altitude 62.72 longitude 100.190.
renewed upon its expiration on May The first was November 12, and was
1st, 1910.
small, with a great increase NovemFollowing are the recently elected ber 16. The second was observed for
directors of the Colorado Midland rail- the first time on the latter date.
road: George J. Gould, Edwin Gould,
Legislation for the District of CoEdward T. Jeffery, Winslow S. Pierce, lumbia to prevent brutality in footV.
P.
Bronner,
Harry
Hawley,
Edwin
ball and possibly to actually prohibit
Clough, George B. Harris, Daniel Wil-larplaying
of
the game, is
The the
and Charles H. Schiacks.
mortality
likely
the
to follow
board will be controlled by the Gould
contests Ithia
which has marked
Interests.
season.
The district commissioners
At Belvidere, 111., on the 16th Inst, have the corporation counsel at work
seventeen keepers of soft drink places on
the subjects, and, if the situation
were fined in the aggregate $11,425
can be handled by a police regulation.
and each received a jail sentence of
Congress will be asked to pass a bill
30 to 60 days for selling intoxicating
will
drinks. This is said to be the largest which the district commissioners
total of fines ever imposed for similar draft.
The American Federation of Labor
offenses in 'a single sitting of a court.
The city voted dry eighteen months in Its convention in Toronto, in addiago.
tion to indorsing the attitude taken
At a meeting of the stockholders of by President Gompers in the Bucks
at
railroad
Stove & Range Company injunction
the Colorado & Southern
voted to continue the
Denver, on the 18th inst., the follow- proceedings,
ing directors were chosen, the Hill in- salaries of Gompers and Secretary
George B. Har- Frank Morrison; and to compensate
terest dominating:
ris, George F. Baker, George F. Ba- Vice President John Mitchell, who is
their
ker, Jr., Harry Bronner, W. P. Clough, not a salaried officer, during
Edwin Hawley, James J. Hill, James terms of imprisonment, in case It Is
congo
to
for
they
must
decided
Jail
Nichols,
N. Hill, Darius Miller. E. T.
Samuel Thorne, Frank Trumbull and tempt of court. They will be paid at
the rate of $5,000 a year.
Daniel Willard.
Statistics have been collected from
Blaine Selvage, a young mechanic of 358
cities in 42 states and the District
Eureka, Calif., in a monoplane of his of Columbia, showing what has been
own construction, has made a trial accomplished to discover and remove
of a mile, at
flight of three-fourth- s
mong pupils of
physical
defects
an average height of three feet, in one these cities, 147, with a school popuminute and a half. Selvage not only
lation of 700,000, are not making any
constructed the machine unassisted, attempt
whatever to discover trans-mltabl- e
but even made the
diseases; 211 are inspecting
engine with which it is
for such diseases; 226 are inspecting
driven.
for defective vision, 170 for breathing
The Stamford & Northwestern rail- troubles and 118 for bad teeth, while
has
completed,
road, a Texas line Just
of 3,200,000,
104, with a population
been bought by the Colorado & South- have no examination of any kind for
ern, which furnished money to build their 600,000 school children.
the line. It starts at Stamford, on the
discovCaptain Roald Amundsen,
Wichita Valley line, and runs northwest to Dickeus county, In the Pan- erer of the Northwest passage, who
recently arlved in New York from
handle, a distance of 82 miles.
evplained that his visit
& Southern advanced about Ccpenhagen,
tao America was to fit out an océano-graphi$1,000,000 to construct the line.
expedition for the Norwegian
It is reported that the Santa Fe con- government,
i he .'expedition would
templates the purchase of the Atlantic, start,
said, from Chrlstlansand In
he
Steamship
lines,
Gulf and West Indian
Nansen's old ship, the Fram, next
which comprise the Mallory Steamship July, and probably would cruise for
Company, operating from Galveston five years. The tirst year will be
to New York; the New York & Cuba spent In the southern portion of the
Mail Steamship Company, the New North Atlantic, studying the currents,
York and Porto Rico Steamship Com- temperatures, the ocean bottom and
pany, and the Clyde Steamship Com- sea life. Then the Fram will be navthe Horn to the Pacific,
pany. The ownership of these lines igated around San
Francisco probably
fitting out In
would give the Santa Fe an immense for an Arctic trip.
advantage in the transportation of
fruit from California to New York.
NEWS FROM WASHINGTON.
neapolis,

has taken out 1500,000

insurance, with the company as

bene-

GENERAL NEWS.

report on suicide figures for 1908
has Just been issued, showing a ratio
A

of 21.8 per 100,000 of population,
the previous high record of
20.7 in 1904.
State Comptroller Wiliams of New
York recently received $342,000 from
the estate of the late H. H. Rogers in
part payment of the collateral Inheritance tax against the estate,
additional
More than $40,000,000
taxation is carried In the pending
French uudget, the new taxes being
principally levied on automobiles, tobacco, wines and inheritances.
In Inheritance taxes there is an increase of
$16,000,000 over last year.
C. J. Tevls and J. Campbell Corey
of Cincinnati and George Howard, a
professional balloonist, landed at Derby, ten miles west of Buffalo, after a
thrilling, trip of 600 miles, which carried them back across Lake Erie.
Mother Earth may have tbe experience next May, of passing through the
gaseous tall of a comet, according to
an Interyiew by Assistant Prof: Henry
N. Russell, Ph. D., of the astronomical
department of Princeton university.
He hastened to explain, however, that
no bad physical effects were to be

The coroner's Jury exonerated players of both teams of responsibility for
tbe death of young Arthur Christian,
who succumbed to injuries received in
the football match between the University of Virginia and Georgetown
university at Washington.
To protect power sites, Secretary
Bellinger has withdrawn from entry
2.5S4 acres of land lying along the
Gunnison river in Colorado and New
Slcixlco, and 712 acres on Green river
and iló tributarles in Wyoming. This
land now being In tbe public domain,
will probably be affected by legisla
linn to be enacted during the next'
Congress.
.
The faculty of Georgetown University at Washington has unanimously
decided to suspend all football games
at that institution until the National
football rules committee gives assurance that the game has been shorn
of Its dangerous features.
Lieut. Col. William E. Wilder, Inspector general, will go to Denver fot
duty as Inspector general, Department
of the Colorado, relieving Maj. Charles
G. Morton, who will remove to Washington for duty in the office of the Inspector goneral of the army.

Remedy That It

e

Free from Opiates and

IN PARAGRAPHS

l
their final game of association
Fire Insurance companies doing buson their American tour at Bay
iness In KanBas have decided to test Ridge., L I., on the 16th inst. defeatthe constitutionality of the rate regu- ing the Crescent Athletic club, 6 to L
lation law of that state.
The Pilgrims played 22 games while
swing bridge across in the United States, winning 16 and
An
river,
Chicago
of
the
2, with four games drawn.
losing
channel
the main
street, will be operRepresentative Nicholas Longworth
near Thirty-firs- t
hag emphatically
denied the stateated by electricity.
Albert C. Loring, president of the ments published as coming from a woPillsbury Flour Mills Company of Min- man in Berlin, to the effect that his

Home-Mad-

GOING

MIXTURE.

TALKS

ON

BEAUTY

Harm-

ful Drugs.
An effective remedy that will usually break up a cold in twenty-fou- r
hours, is easily made by mixing together in a large bottle two ounces of
e
Glycerine, a
of Virgin Oil
of. Pine compound pure and eight
ounces of pure Whisky.
This mixture will cure any cough that is curable, and is not expensive as it makes
enough to last the average family an
entire year. Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure Is prepared only in the
laboratories of the Leach Chemical
Co., Cincinnati, O.

to Stimulate Industries, Says Hattie Willliams.

Employed

Actress Says Good Looks Are Asset In
Business and Scouts Idea That
Ugly Women Are Most
Useful.

Philadelphia. "This is the age of
beauty in the busi'iess world," says
Hattie Williams, the star of "Detective Sparkes," now playing at the
Garrlck theater.
"Mark me, I do not mean the beauWorth the Expense.
The story that Sir John Fisher of tiful age, but the age of beauty. We
the British admiralty tells with tbe have come to the time when a sweet,
greatest enjoyment and he tells many, a piquant, a bewitching face is quite
and all with zest is of an old boat- as Important a factor in' legitimate
swain on bis flagship who fell into a business as price or quality of wares,
little money and retired. One day convenience of mart or effective adthe admiral visited him at his coun- vertising.
try box, to find the old sailor poswoman has
"Woman
sessed of an apparently useless man at last found' a sphere of honest enservant.
deavor that cannot but appeal to her
"What Bo you want with him 7"
the legitimate exploitation of the
goods she Is paid to Bhow off. Paris
asked Fisher.
"H'every morning," explained the led the way in this new field of enold sailor, " 'e comes to me 'hammock
deavor and Philadelphia
has rapidly
and tells me to roll h'out. 'The h'ad-mir- fallen Into line.
wants to Bee you,' 'e says to me.
"Next to the French capital I know
H'and I says to 'lm, 'Tell the h'admlral of no city where the fairness of its
daughters Is so effectively used for
to go to 'ell,' says Hi."
honest business purposes.
Had an Object Lesson.
"Let me explain. Let us walk don
seven
happy mother of a
Chestnut street. We drift along with
, The
months-old-babwhose chief business
the stream of shoppers until thai
seems to be making a noise in the stream becomes Jammed in front of
world, was paying her sister a visit, big show window. There In the winand the other evening young Master dow sits a girl of surpassing fairness.
Harry, aged seven years, was dele- Her beautifully shaped head, crowned
gated to care for the baby while his with a wealth of glossy black hair, is
elders were at dinner. So he wheeled bent over a new model sewing mait back and forth, the length of the chine. She Is Intent on her work and
library, giving vent to his sentiments we are intent on the picture she
by singing, much to the amusement of makes. It Is probably a very fine,
the family:
sewing machine, but It could
Gee whiz! I'm fflad I'm free,
stay In that window for many weeks
No wedding" bells for me!
and not attract a crowd.
"The man whose business it is to
Crrr or Toledo, t
Inn or Orno
sell that machine knows his business
LUCAS COUNTT.
f
Sana
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that ha
and
knows it well.. The combination
partner of tbe arm of F. J. Chsney A Co., dolus
of girl and machine is a pleasing one
bustaess In the City of Toledo, County and Bute
aforesaid, and that Bald firm will pay tbe sum ol
and the impression is lasting.
DOLLARS for each and every
ONE HUNDRED
ease of Catarhh that cannot be cured by the use of
"Further down the street there is a
BALL'S CATAlUUi CURB.
shop with big windows, through which
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Bwfim to before me and subscribed In my present,
we
see heaps of confections, and wf
ibis 6th day of December, A. D., 18Se.
A.

i
J SEAL

W.

Not Expecting Too Much.
your remarks in con- gress will be listened to with great in-

UPr

"I suppose

City ways were not altogether new
to him, but, as he waited at the eleva- terest?"
"My friend," said the statesman, "In
tor shaft, in one of Omaha's large c
buildings, be said to his com- congress a man is lucky to get a
chance to make a speech without
panions.
people to listen to It."
"Well, I'll be hanged If that isn't a

beater."
"Why, what?"
"Just look at that confounded railroad advertising on an Omaha elevator UP! What won't they do next?"
His companion replied, "Sh , Sh ,
those letters mean 'up.' "
When I see that word, this Jingle
always comes to my mind:
'Whenever the little word 'up' you
see.
Think of Safety, Speed, Service via
V. P.'
You will see that word at almost
every passenger elevator in the country, but before you leave for the West,
be sure to buy your ticket via "The
Safe Road to Travel."
What's a Gentleman?
An exact definition of a gentleman
has been tried many times, never perhaps with entirely satisfactory results.
Little Sadie had never heard of any
of the difinitions, but she managed
to throw a gleam of light on the subject, albiet one touched with unconscious cynicism. The word was In
tbe spelling lesson and I said:
"Sadie, what is a gentleman?"
"Please, ma'am," she answered, "a
gentleman's a man you don't know
very well." Woman's Home Companion.

K

ElQurder!
On gets it by highway men Tens
of thousands by Bad BowmU No difference. Constipation and dead live
make the whole system sick Every,
body knows it CA5CAÍÍE75 regulate
cure Bowel and Liver troubles by simply
doing nature's work until you get well-Mil- lions
usa CASCARETS, Ufe Sararí

On to the Polel
When word of the discovery of the
north pole came to Chattanooga, a
slightly deaf old lady remarked unctuously: "Well, now I always said them
Óook tourists got about 'most everywhere. I ain't a bit surprised to hear
that one of 'em's reached the top
notch in the traveling Une." Llppln-cott'DOCTOR YOURHKI.F
when yon fpol a cold coming on by taklnst a few doses
of I'crry Davis' Painkiller. It In better tlmn (Juinlno
large 50c uottlea are tbe cheapest.
The
and safer.

loe a box for a week's
treatment, all druggists. Biggest seller
in the world. Miliiuu boxes a mouth.

881

CASCARRT3

FROM

WINTER TO SUMMER

Tbres Ideal Winter Cruises to thd

WEST INDIES
etc., 16 and 28 days duration, by
S. S. MOLTKE 0 2,500
tons)during January, February..
and March. Also cruises to the

To consider anything" impossible
that we cannot ourselves perform.

South America
17f7
LINB
Broadway - - - New Y

Orient

and

P. O. Box

HAMBURG-AMERICA-

Mrs. Wlnslows Soothfna; Syrnp.
Tor children teething, softens tbe gums, reduces !n
2sca botua
?amaiatluu,allavB Palo, cures wlndcollu.

To believe only
minds can grasp.

what our finite
W.

N.

DENVER. NO.

U.,

QLEASON,

Silence!

NOTABV FUBUC.

and arts
Is taken tnternally
upon the blood and mucous surfaces of the
free.
Bend for
F. J. CHENEY A CO., Toledo,
Sold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Puis for constipation.

Hall's Catarrh cure

directly
system.

a

The instinct of modesty natural to every woman is often
great hindrance to the cure of womanly diseases. Women
shrink from the personal questions of the local physician
which seem indelicate. The thought of examination is abhorrent to them, and so they endure in silence a condition
of disease which surely progresses from bad to worse.

Ready for the End.
The rector and a farmer were discussing the subject of pork one day
and the rector displayed considerable
Berk-shires- .
interest In a pen of good-size"Those pigs of yours are in
he reflne condition, Tomkinson,"
marked. "Yes, sur; they be," replied
farmer "Ah, sur, if
the matter-of-fac- t
we was all of us only as fit to die as
they be, sur, we'd do." London News.

It baa been Dr. Pierce's prlvlleie to core a
treat many women who have found a refuie
for modesty ta bis otter of FREE consulta
tloa by letter. Hit correspondence la held
as sacredly confidential, address Dr. B. V.

Pierce, Buffalo, K.

Y.

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription restores and regulate.
the womanly functions, abolishes pain and builds up and
puts the finishing touch of health on every weak woman
who gives it a fair trial.

Pettlt's Eye Salve for 25c.
Relieves tired, congested, inflamed anil
All
sore eyes, quickly stops eye aches.
druggists or Howard Bros., Buffalo, N. Y.

It Makes Weak

Women Strong,

Sick Women Well.

You can't afford to accept a tecret nostrum as a substitute
for this
medicine op known composition.

The great and good do not die even
in this world, embalmed In books their
spirits walk abroad. Smiles.
can see, too, a dainty blonde miss of
exquisite feature and coloring who
seems to have little in the world to do
except to sit Just where the passing
A philosophical man when considerthrongs can get glimpse of her fresh
ing his own troubles Isn't.
loveliness. Why is that store crowded
with customers while another confecConstipation causes and agKravates many sprlous
cured by Dr. Pierce's
fllseuwH. It Is thoroughly
tionery shop further down the street
Pleasant Pellets. The favorite family laxative.
languishes for want of trade? The
The greatest necessity in a woman's sweets in the one shop may be no betlife is love.
ter than those in the other, but the
attractiveness of tbe blonde saleswoman furnishes the one thing needful In
business the initiative.
"In these days of greatest competition among merchants, it was a clever
roan Indeed who first realized the tremendous attraction of a pretty woman's face for shoppers, women as well
as men. For, don't for a moment think
that the potency of these fair young
women Is felt only by the opposite
sex.
"'Bertha, the Beautiful Sewing Machine Girl,' can go on hiding her beauty in the dusty factory, where it
seems, after all, she has had a hard
Benefit of Women who time of it, but if Bertha is really so
beautiful she can be happily prosperSuffer from Female Ills
ous by giving legitimate publicity to
Minneapolis, Minn. "I was ft great her fresh, wholesome charms. And
sufferer from female troubles which that's what many lierthas are doing
in Philadelphia, and it's a good
caused a weakness
r
and broken down thing all around. It won't spoil Bercondition of the tha if she's the right sort of girl, and
system. I read so won't hurt the shopping public
to look
much of what Lydia
E. Pinkham's Veg- upon bright, pretty faces."
AH-EN'MJNG BALSAM
will core not only afresh cold, but une of those stubborn cuuftlis that usually hang on for months, tílve
It a trial una prove Its worth. 25c, 6Uc and fl.00.

From

Arctic to Tropics
in Ten Minutes
No oil heater has a higher efficiency or greater heating power than the

PERFECTION
Oil

Heater

WANTS HER

(Equipped with Smokeless Devlca)

LETTER

With it you can go from the cold
of the Arctic to the warmth of the
Tropics In 10 minutes.
The new
,

Automatic
Smokeless Device

PUBUSHED

For

n

prevents smoking. Removed In an
instant for cleaning.
Solid brass font holds 4 quarts of oil sufficient to give out a glowing heat
for 9 hours solid brass wick carriers damper top cool handle oil indicator.
Heater beautifully finished in nickel or Japan in a variety of styles.
Every Dealer Everywhere.

If Not At Yours, Writ

to the Nearest Agency of tbe

for Descriptive Circular

Oil, COMPANY
CONTINENTAL
(Incorporated)

etable Compound
Phosphorescent Forests.
had done for other
suffering women I
The phosphorescence
of certain
felt sure it would agaries of Borneo has more than once
help me, and I must demoralized
the superstitious natives
say it did help me
and astonished whites.
years
wonderfully.

My

Some

pains all left me. I ago a party of English engineers
found it necessary to survey a tract
stronger, and within three
few a perfectly well woman. months of low lying country which was al'I want this letter made public to most Impenetrable, and to blaze the
show the benefit women may derive trail natives were employed to work
from Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable at night,
others during the day. The
Compound."
Mrs. Jons 6. Moldan,
former came into camp one night
2115 Second St, North, Minneapolis,
Minn.

Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials Like the above prove
the efficiency of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, which is made
exclusively from roots and herbs.
Women who suffer from those distressing ills peculiar to their sex shou Id
not lose sight of these facts or doubt
the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound to restore their
health.
'

If yon want special advice write
to Mrs. Pinkbam, at Lynn, Mass.
She will treatyourletterasstrlctly
confidential. For 20 years she
lias been helping sick women In
this way, free of charges Don't
hesitate write at once.

stating that they could not go through
a portion of the bush or forest, strange
"spirits" on the trees telling them that
evil would befall them If they continued. The "spirits" proved to be a
magnificent display of phosphores-cens- e
emanating from agaries growing upon the dead limbs of the trees.
Are bodies
were
These vegetable
traced for a considerable
distance,
a
most remarkable exhibiproducing
tion, the light in some places being so
brilliant that it was difficult to believe that the forest was not afire. To
test the brilliancy the men held papers near the t
brilliant protions
and read by the light.

Wear W. L. Douglas comfortable, easy walking, common
sense shoes. A trial will
oonvlnce any one that W. L.
Douglas shoes hold their
shape, fit better and wear

longer than other makes.
They are made upon honor,
of the best leathers, by the
most skilled workmen, In all
latest fashions, shoes In
the
every style and shape to suit
men In all walks of life.

IThsfrenuinehave W.L
rflllTtflN
UHU I IU1I Douglas name and price
stamped on bottom, which guarantee!
full value and protects the wearer
against high prices and inferior hoe.
TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.

.

Eating for Strength.
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SYNOPSIS.
The tory opens with the shipwreck of
the steumer on which Miss iienevieve
Leslie, an American heiress. Lord
an Knglishman, and Tom Blake,
a brusque American, were
passengers.
The three were tossed upon an uninhabited island and were the only ones not
drowned. Blake recovered from a drunk-e- n
stupor.
Blake, shunned on the boat,
because of his roughness, became a hero
as preserver of the helpless pair.
The
Englishman was suing for the hand of
Miss Leslie. Blake started to swim back
to the Bhip to recover what was left,
Blake returned safely. Wlnthrope wasted
his last match on a cigarette, for which
he was scored by Blake. Their first meal
was a dead fish. The trio started a ten
mile hike for higher land. Thirst attacked them.
Blake was compelled to
carry Miss Leslie on account of weariness. He taunted Wlnthrope. They entered the jungle. That night was passed
roosting high in a tree. The next morning they descended to the open again.
All three constructed hats to shield themselves from the sun. They then feasted
on cocoanuts, the only procurable food.
Miss Leslie Bhowed a liking for Blake,
but detested his roughness. Led by Blake
they established a home In some cliffs.
Blake found a fresh water spring. Miss
Leslie faced an unpleasant situation.
They planned their campaign. Blake recovered his surveyor's magnifying glass,
thus Insuring fire. He Btarted a Jungle
fire, killing a large leopard and smothering several cubs. In the leopard's cavern they built a small home. They gained
the cliffs by burning the bottom of a
tree until It fell against the heightB. The
eggs
trio secured
from
the cliffs.
Miss Leslie's white skirt was decided
upon as a signal. MIsb Leslie made a
dress from tlu leopard skin. Blake's efforts to kill antelopes failed.

The greatest pleasure to be derived from eating is the pleasure one
gets in the knowledge that his food Is
giving him greater strength and vitality.
Because of this fact there is a constant Increase in the consumption of
Quaker Scotch Oats; every lime the
strength making qualities of Quaker
Scotch Oats have been tested by sci- bears."
entific Investigation
or by experiments in families it has been found to
A man can afford to toot his own
be a food without an equal.
It bulldB the muscles and brain with- horn if it is the horn of plenty.
out taxing the digestive organs; it
costs so little anyone can afford It,
WESTERN STOCK SHOW AT
and it is so carefully prepared and
DENVER.
packed that It is absolutely pure and
can count on a sneak. Even you might clean. A Quaker Scotch Oats eating
January 8 to 15, 1910.
be able to shoo him off next time; but, family Is always a healthy family.
During the week of the Stock Show
Quaker Scotch Oats is packed in
une as not, ne a come along when we
were all out calling, and clean out regular size packages and also In large the 13th Annual Convention of the
family
packages.
size
The latter very American National Live Stock Assoour commissary. Guess I'll set to and
run up a barricade down there where convenient for those not near the ciation will be held, January 11 to 13;
store.
H also the initial annual meeting of the
the gully is narrowest. There're
Beef Producers' Association of Amershoals of dead thorn-brusto the
NO PLACE FOR A PAINTER.
ica.
right of the pool."
"Ah, yes; I fancy the vultures will
Tue Colorado & Southern will make
be so vexed when they find your hedge
a rate of one fare for the round trip
in the way," remarked Wlnthrope.
from all points In Colorado. Tickets
"My! how smart we're getting!" re
will be on sale January 9 to 14 Inclutorted Ulake. "Don t worry, though.
sive. Final limit, January 17, 1910.
we 11 stow the stuff in Miss Jenny'
Who Stole the Hams?
boudoir, and I guess the blrdles'll be
polite enough to keep out."
The late Judge Silas Bryan, the
"I must say, Blake, I do not Bee why
father of William J. Bryan, once had
you should wish to drag us away from
several hams stolen from his smokehere.
house. He missed them at once, but
"There's lots of things you don't
said nothing about it to anyone. A
came to
see, Win, my b'y jokes, for Instance.
few days later a neighbor
nut wnat could you expect? you're
him.
English. Now, don't get mad. Wu;at
"Say, judge," he said, "I hear'd yew
thing in the world for malaria."
had some hams stole t'other night."
jne woum rancy you could see
"Yes," said the Judge, very confiVisitor Does the painter Maler live
that I am not angry. I've a splitting here?
dentially, "but don't tell anyone. You
headache, and my back hurts. I am
and I are the only ones who know t."
Landlady No; they are all respecSuccess.
ill."
table people in this house.
Blake looked him over critically,
NATIONAL APPLE EXCOLORADO
and nodded. "That's no lie, old man.
POSITION.
RECIPE FOR CATARRH.
You're entitled to a hospital check all
right. Miss Jenny, we'll appoint you
Denver Auditorium, January 3 to 8.
chief nurse. Make him comfortable as Furnished by High Medical Authority.
A rate of one fare for the round
Gives Prompt Results.
you can, and give him hot broth when
trip will be made by the Colorado &
The only logical treatment for caever he'll take It. You can do your
Southern railway, from all points in
sewing on the side. Whenever you tarrh is through the blood. A preColorado. Tickets will be on sale
need help, call on me. I'm going to be scription which has recently proved January 2 and 3. Final limit, January
wonderfully effective in hospital work
gin that barricade."
10, 1910.
is the following. It is easily mixed.
"One ounce compound syrup of
CHAPTER XIV.'
Sarsaparilla; one ounce Toris compound; half, pint first-clas- s
whiskey."
DENVER DIRECTORY
Fever and Fire and Fear.
These to be mixed by shaking well In
a bottle, and used In tablespoon doses
before each meal and at bedtime.
The Incredlents can be gotten from
nightfall Wlnthrope was any well stocked druggist, or he will
tossing and groaning on the get them from his wholesale house.
For r "hort time only
we offer tills
bed nf leaves which Miss
double
horn.
stfel
Misery.
Leslie hod heaped beneath his canopy,
rinrhe'i.
skirts. 2
Though not delirious, his high tempera
The neighbor's uog sits out on the
stirrup lealhors. steel
ifBthfr - covered stlr-iu- y
ture, coupled with the pains which front lawn and howls dismally. The
warranted in
rfpct. and equal
racked every nerve and bone In his man in the window looks out and
NBtMiCri sold for M0
to
"Sh-h-yells:
you
dog
body, rendered him
Catalogue
The
beast!"
very
where.
He
rree.
would catch himself up in the midst of continues to ' howl. The man again
Hosller
Frefl
The
some rambling nonsense to inquire comes to the window and this time
Still the
anxiously whether he had said any- hurls a shoe at the dog.
I.nrlm-- r St.,
thing silly or strange. On being reas- animal howls. Another shoe follows!
Denver. Colo.
sured upon this, he would relax again, The next day the man's wife goes
and, as likely as not, break into a around in her stocking feet because
all kinds of MKIt- Mammoth nia- babyish wall over his aches and pains. she can't find her shoes. The man Jog mailed free. rilAXniKK.
Cor. 16th and Blake, Denver.
Blake shook his head when he hasn't the pri.'e of another pair of
learned that the attack had not been shoes for her, and the next night the RUGS & LINOLEUM Shr
dog howls louder than ever.
preceded by a chill.
at wholesale prices. We pay the freight.
nest raiaiog in i.pnver manpa Tree.
"Guess he's in for a hot time," he
L1M
The danger from slight cuts or wounds
& Klii CO.
said. "There is more'n one kind of
is always blood poisoning.
immedi
malarial fever. Some are a whole lot ate application of Ilaiiilins The
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like typhus."
makes blood poisoning impossible.
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to soak In deep. Now, don't worry,
Miss Jenny. It'll do him no good, and
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you a lot of harm. Take things easy
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must not give way to the fever

CHAPTER XIII. Continued.
The one difficulty was to reach the
lower branches. She could hardly
touch them with her finger tips. But
her barbaric costume must have Inspired her. She listened tor a moment, and hearing no sound to Indicate
the return of the men, clasped the'
upper side of the trunk with her
hands and knees, and made an energetic attempt to climb. The posture
wag far from dignified, but the girl's
eyes sparkled with satisfaction as she
found herself slowly mounting.
When, flushed and breathless, she
gained a foothold among the branches,
she looked down at the ground, and
permitted herself a merry little giggle
such as she had not Indulged in since
boarding-school- .
leaving
She had
Worst Thing In the World for Malaria.
"Now, Dont Get Mad.
actually climbed a tree! She would
show Mr. Blake that she was not so
Now, if you've stared enough at the
"You Bpoke too low for me to hear;
helpless as he fancied.
"
but I'm sure you faced him like a gen
At the thought, she clambered on lady's skirt
The threat of discovery stung the tleman I must believe it of yoir "
up, finding that the branches made
girl to instant action.
With almost
wlnthrope drew in a deep breath.
convenient steps.
She did not look
back, and the screen of treetops be-- frantic haste, she scrambled down to "Ah, yes; I did, Miss Genevieve I as
sprang
lower
to
the
you. The beast! Yet you see thé
branches,
and
sure
the
Vieath saved her from any sense of
ground. She had never ventured such plight I am In. It Is a nasty muddle
giddiness.
As her head came above
Indeed it is! But what can I do? He
the lewél of the cliff, she peered a leap even in childhood. She struck
through the foliage, and saw the signa- lightly hut without proper balance, is strong as a gorilla. Really, there is
pitched over sideways. Her hands only one way no doubt you heard
l-flag
far over near the end of the and
to alight upon the remnants him taunt me over it. I assure you I
headland.
The big piece of white chanced
leopard
of
skin. Great as was her should not be afraid but it would be
duck stood out bravely against the fear, she stopped
to gather all to- so horrid so
As a genhlue sky, all the more conspicuous for gether In
you know "
the flocks of frightened seafowl which darting upthe edge of her skirt before tleman,
"No; it is not that!" broke in the
the cleft.
wheeled above and around it.
At the baobab she turned and gazed girl. "He is right. Neither of us has
Surprised that she did not see the back along the cliff edge. Before she the courage even when
he is asleep.
men. Miss Leslie started to draw her- had time to draw a second breath, she
"My dear Miss Genevieve, this beast
self up over the cliff edge. She caught a glimpse of Blake's palm-lea- f
Instinct to kill "
heard Wlnthrope's voice a few yards hat, near the crown of the ladder tree.
ites; nut trunk of him. If he is a
away to her left. A sadden realization
he didn't see me!" she beast, he is at least a brave one.
that the Englishman might consider murmured. Her frantic strength van- While we we haven't the courage of
her exploit
caused her to sink ished, and a deathly sickness came rabbits. I thought you called yourself
back out of sight
upon her. She felt herself going, and an English gentleman. Are you going
She was hesitating whether to de- sought to kneel to ease the fall.
to stand by, and not lift a finger?"
scend or to climb on up, when Wln"Really, now, MIbs Genevieve, to
She was roused from the swoon by
thrope's, peevish whine was cut Bhort Blake's resonant shout: "Hey, Miss murder a man "
angry
by a loud and
retort from Blake. Jenny! where are you? We've got
e
is not a crime
Every word came to the girl's ears your laundry on the pole in fine
If you have a spark of
with the force of a blow.
"
shape!"
manhood
"My dear "
The girl's flaccid limbs grew tense,
"You do, do you? Well, Td like to
body
quivered
a
and
In.
"For Heaven's sake, if you can't do
with
you
her
come
shudder
know where In hell
She's
not your sister, nor your mother, nor of dread and loathing. Yet she set her anything, at least keep still! Oh, I'm
your aunt, and If she's your sweet- little white teeth, and forced herself sure I shall go mad! If only I had
to rise and go out to face the men. been drowned!"
d
heart, you've both been damned
until"
"Ah, yes, to be sure. But really
oyer It."
Both met her look with a blank stare
"Don't worry. You'll likely stave It
now, what yon ask Is a good deal for a off for a couple of weeks or so. You're
There was an Irritable, rasping of consternation.
man
to
might
it,
fellow
"What
Misa
Genevieve?"
wake
is
risk. The
cried
lively yet, and that's a good sign. 1
murmur from Wlnthrope, and again
came Blake's loud retort. "Look here, Wlnthrope, "You're white as chalk!" up and murder me! Should I take knew Win was in for it when he begrowled
er
might
expect
risk,
the
Blake.
some
fever!"
the
I
"It's
gan to grouch and loaf and do the
young man, don't you forget you called
stage. Get a pot on; manifestation of your gratitude, Miss baby- - act. I haven't much use for
me a cad once before. I can stand a "She's In the cold
Genevleve
We'll"
man;
in general, and 'English dudes
sick
but
dudes
I'll
good deal from a
"Of conrse! of course! I should al- in particular; but I'll admit that,
"No, no; it's not that! It's only
give It to you straight, you'd better cut
"
ways
frightened!"
been
Tve
while Win's soft enough in spots, he's
that out. Call me a brute or a savage,
"Frightened?"
"I ah refer to the the bestowal not all mush and milk."
If that'll let off your steam; but,
your
of
"By
a
dreadful
a
hand."
beast!"
"Thank you, Mr. Blake."
I'm none of your English
"My hand? I
"Beast!" repeated Blake, and his
Would you bargain
"You re welcome. I couldn t say
kinds."
pale eyes flashed as he sprang across for my esteem? I thought you a gen- less, seeing that Win can't speak for
Again Wlnthrope spoke, this time to where his bow and arrows and his tleman!"
himself. Now you tumble in and get a
in a fretful whine.
clnb leaned against the baobab. "I'M
"To be sure to be sure! Who says good sleep. I'll go on as night nurse,
less anger: have no beasts nosing around
my I am not? But all is fair In love and and work at the barricade same time.
Blake replied with
"That's so; and I'm going to show you dooryard! Must be that skulking Hon war, you know. Your choice is quite You're not going to do any night- that I'm the real thing when it comes I heard last night. I'll show him!" He free. I take it, you will not consider nursing. I can gather the thorn-brusto being a sport. Give you my word, caught up his weapons and stalked off his er proposals. But if you do not In the afternoons, and pile it up at
I'll make no move till you're through down the cleft.
wish my aid, you have another way of night."
"By Jove!" exclaimed Wlnthrope;
escape that is at least other women
the fever and on your legs again.
In the morning Miss Leslie found
my
own
on
depends
really
be
man
mad.
must
Call
then
I'll
do
"the
What
have done it."
that Blake had built a substantial
sweet will, and don't you forget It. I'm him back, Miss Genevieve. If anyme girl gazed at him, her eyes canopy over the Invalid, in place of
dilating with horror as she realized the first ramshackle structure.
not after her fortune. It's the lady thing should happen to him "
"If only there might!" gasped the his meaning.
herself that takes my fancy. Remem"It's best for him to be out In the
"No, no; not that!" she gasped. "I air," he explained; "so I fixed this up
ber what I Baid to you when you called girl.
me a cad the other time. You had
"Why, what do you mean?"
want to live I've a right to live! to keep off the dew. But whenever It
your turn aboard ship. Now I can do
She burst Into a hysterical laugh. Why, I'm only just 22
rains, we'll have to tote him Inside."
going
what
I'm
joke
please;
such
"Hush!" cautioned Wlnthrope. "He's
a
a
that's
and
such
I
as
"Oh! oh! It's
Joke!
"Ah, yes; to be sure. How Is he?"
to do. If I have to kick you over the At least he s not a hyena oh, no; a coming back. Be calm! There will be murmured the girl.
Hear him shout! And time until I get over this vile malaria.
cliff end first, to shut off your pesky brave beast!
"He's about the same this morning.
Interference."
he actually thinks it's a lion! But It It may be that he himself will have But he got a little sleep. Keep him
Oh, dear!
oh, the fever."
dosed with all the hot broth he'll take.
fAThe girl crouched back Into the isn't it's himself!
'' "He will not have the fever," re'
Jlthered foliage, dazed with terror. dear! what shall I do?"
And sa.v, roust me out at noon. I've
you
what do
plied the girl. In a hopeless tone, and had my breakfast.
"Miss Genevieve,
Now I'll have a
Again she heard Blake speak. He had
pray,
calm!"
be
listlessly
calm,
mean? Be
against the snooze. So long!"'
she leaned back
diypped into a bitter sneer.
swung
he
up,
as
what
baobab,
Blake
himself
heard
I
when
"Calm!
He nodded, and crawled under the
"J'No chance? It's no nerve, you
me, easy said? Yes; I heard every word! In frowning and sullen, and flung his shade of the nearest bush, too drowsy
mean. You could brain
"
weapons
him.
from
top
tree
of
the
the
to
observe her look of dismay.
enough, any night just walk up with
Miss er
"In the tree? Heavens!
"Bah!" he grumbled, "I told you
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
a club when I'm asleep. Trouble is,
WlnMiss Genevieve!" stammered
that brute was a sneak. I've chased
you're like most other under dogs
German Proverb.
you
clean down to the pool and into the
'frald that If you licked your boss, thrope, his face paling. "Did
Good, counsel Is better than a thouopen, and not a smell of him. Must
there'd be no, soup bones. So I guess did you hear all?"
"Everything
everything he said! have hiked off into, the tail grass the sand hands.
'm slated to stay boss of this colony
minute he heard me."
grand Poo Bah and Mikado, all in What shall I do? I am so frightened!
Introspection Not for All.
"If only he had gone off for good!"
You mind your What shall I dor'
me.
Understand?
Solitude can "be '.delightful only to
murmured Miss Leslie.
"Everything be said?" echoed
jwn business, and don't go to InterMaybe he has; though you never the Innocent. LeszczynskL
fering with me any morel . . , .

I"

No Lecture Tours for Him.
Gunner That chap who Is going to
drive the team of polar bears to the
North pole says he is going by the inside route.
Ouyer ''Yes, and I guess hell return by the inside route, too."
Gunner "What inside route?"
"Why, inside the polar
Guey
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employ purely English speaking he said. - Sleep that knits up the
Handsome Family Tree,
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to teach the Mexican eei sieave of care.' now ridiculous Wonderful Story
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or
to
figure
ENTERTAINMENT held in A. Brawn Harris's
sleep
up
knitting
as
a
torn
children.
The Mexicans have
Called Forth High Compliment
side in the library of congress are
of a coat!"
lived in this country for the past sleeve
those
who
from
are
hunting up genealogies.
Editor.
New Hall
A young American sitting near him
;'.
They begin early and work late at this
300 years and have attained 1 said modest'y: "l think the word is
Willis Cobb the circus man told this task, and they are paid variously, acM.
Mrs.
Philion,
Proprietress.
higher civilization without assis- not sleeve, but slave, the thin fluff of story:
cording to the genealogies they work
a damaged web.
It Is a technical exYears ago he was traveling through out, declares the Washington Herald.
tance than many European coun pression
among weavers."
the south "with a wagon tent show
"To trace down an ordinary genealo
tries.
Have they no rights in "In the Tnlted States probably!" and the press agent among
other glow- gy, said one of these researchers the
the
retorted
Irritably.
"Shakecritic
the matter?
speare never could- - have heard it. He ing accounts of "what's comlm:," an- other day, "I receive $20, but if I am
nounced a "herd of 20 camels from the able to procure a real, handsome gen
The idea advanced by some meant sleeve."
sandy desert of Arabia."
ealogy with a duke or a baron or a
"I believe." persisted the American
new comers that if onlv Eno-lisWhen the show reached town. In- touch of royalty in it, then I get al20,
speaking teachers are employed
stead
of
there was but one sickly most any price my conscience allows
"old
7L
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One American family
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.
tho
learn the language is laughable centuries by weavers' In Scotland and discrepancy, but when Cobb
entered family happens to live outside of
the north of Kngland."
were it not so serious a matter to The visitor frowned and then with the office of a Georgia country editor Washington gave me $500 for getting
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he was mad enough to fight.
up a lovely family tree for them,
over half our population.
Cer- English
frankness said, laughing.
your
saw
"I
parade, sah," said he, which included the privilege of using
In Town.
tain bellicose elements in the "Thank you. I was mistaken. Per- - "and you lied to our people.
I've a a coat of arms with royal quarterlngs.
flaps
about other good mind to
I
North have been trying the past things I andam willmistaken
you.
roast
believe
they were called down for
Where are
"Cut Of Town Orders Solicited."
be corrected before I your 20
camels you made my paper using tills coat of arms in England,
60 years to force the South to leave your shores."
say vou've got In your show?"
and so they lay It aside when they are
equalize the negro. Proud races
"I'll, tell you how it was," explained
in Europe; but in America it appears
are not to be forced. Education GENEROUS AT WIFE'S EXPENSE Cobb. "When we passed the swamp in great splendor on their stationery,
on
way
carriage doors and table linen, and if
here It was full of alligabeing a business proposition, the Tired Wife Explains How Husband tors,the
and without the slightest warnis said the women of the family have
same principles apply to it as to
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their lingerie, being
So Well.
devoured all but one of the camels. unaware of the fact that the distaff
other businesses. Ifamarchant
livery Stable and Feed Yard.
put
up
We
a brave fight, but it wns side of the family are not
went to China to solicit trade, he
entitled to
"Yes," said the
womno use."
the coat of arms, but only the quarterHORSES BOARDED BY THE MONTH.
would not force himself to learn an, "1 have a very generous husband,
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so
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in
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stand the nature of clay or know hand that jelly over to a man whose fii'l of feminine things, needles and breathe
Serial 04238- -9
In their presence, afraid she
Fntry No )l?4ij murif Oct.
li''"'.
wile is too lazy to breathe!
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
I made thread and srdsfors. In fact, there aro might say or do
how to mould it. Yet we
f
Scttim 2.T1.wn,jli:T) 2 n.. Ri.nae
t
something to shock 25k.( n.m.p. Meridian,
are told exactly eight Jars, so we will have one very few of them that I have seen
Department of the Inferior. U. S l.uni
byTA iili ni'ltm a n Cotues- them, bavin; lived for some years In
by these people who
at Koswell. N. M.. Oi t Ui ui
v.iiicn it .s J...P.V.U .hj,L a:d tntrvrntn hss
favor the more, unless be has already promised who don't make their part of the of- a Hohemlan set.
Notice is hereby yriven that Wtd n F C.wñ-t f r
abanUdned sait!
thnn 8ix
She drank the tea who.ly
fice, in spite of their work, as much
method mentioned, that a teach- it to somebody else."
mtnthslast pas.., eaid rartita sre hereby notified one of the heim of Ewell F. Gillespie. Ee,"i.v who
respond, i.nd olt'i r evicence Luuhiru said on Juno 22. 3P99, made H. Entry 115, Serial ñ
like home as possible." New YorK they gave her and talked on different t
er who does not know a word of
n. m. cn I'iec. 1, 19()9, before 04239, for E
topics which she thought would inter- al'i paticn at lu v dock
Section 2, Twp. I n it PS
Times.
How to Receive Advice.
at the Un.tiid States E.f and on July 29, 1899, ms.de H. E. lHTO Serial Ko
eiftrr fir.fl í wc-f-young girls. Finally one of the LandKrOffice
est
Spanish is the proper person
ror k
Roswell,
N. M.
in
section ih. Township a n
More
wisdom is required in taking
Hsr.pre
26
to
N.M.p.
Meridian,
E..
girls,
lUlotBi.n,
Register.
C.
1.
haa filed notice of
pointing to a cigarette stub, in
Artificial "Ccffec" Factories.
than In giving advice. It should selmould the minds of children
intention to mike Final Five Year Proof, to
nov 27
oct
an
ash
tray
011
about dom be taken whole. The great
the window sill, said
Uish claim to the land above described, before W
According
to
the
statistics of a
M. 'VVeddinííton, U. 3. Comr.. at Ricardo N. IA
whose ideas and.'environment
.in
the 11th day of
1309.
the thing, as we believe. Is to take none Paris paper which has investigated apologetically:
"I suppose that shocks von awfullv.
Claimant names
teacher is as ignorant as
Brov.n Tíarris.
witnesa:
subject,
which
the
is
out
of
are
there
no
character.
To
less
so
do
than
CONTEST NOTICE.
Will Mnxwtl;, Ira p. Gillespie, banc Scndoval:
the Is to regret It.
It
uoesniir;
belongs
to
Stella. She
106 factories in Prance for the manchild is of the teacher's
all of Sunnvside, N. M.
are naturally
will smoke now and then."
language slow of decision, Ifwe we
Department of the Interior, Uuitcd States Lend
T.C. Tiüotson.
shall be hurried ufacture of artificial
coffee. These
Nov. tí, .j&. 9.
27
Olice. RofiWfcll, K.
The
l comers that I have not a very into promptness at our
woman
heart,
took
factories
doesn't
out
turn
A
"it
24.000 tons annuhav ns been filed
ctnttsL
peril, if we
n íhia ofiiee by tftury E, McFr;.nci, cintestunt,
-are by nature placable and polite, we ally, while there are 588 such estab- shock me so very much," said she. 'gainnt
upinion oí the
rtemtalead ntry No, 5J4i9í, marie March
Serial (WÍC3
"I'd like one."
must not. take advice to be arbitrary, lishments
feih, 198, for UC0
in
inacres) Norihwtat Quarter
culture" of the east.
NOTICE FOS PUBLICATION.
Stella hastened to find the box of Section IS, Tov.nBHp2 North, Rane 25 East by
When I even In the best cause, says a writer cluding 412 for the manufacture of
iomund l. tarrcl, CLnlestee, m whicn it ia
Department of the Intent r. United States Lani
from figs and in Germany cigarettes.
ihr.t Ecmund T. Carrol has failed to t Bt somira Boston to get a view in the London Spectator. If we are coffee
Office at Rnsweil. N. M.,
m.
is n his rtskunce tn said Ii nd, i nd that said
impulsive, we should
"That was why I left home." she ;ract
Notice ia hereby priven that Martha E. Walker,
of that ,
counsel nearly líí.On hands are employed in
d
is not flettled upon, cultivated and improved,
of Ricardo, Guadalupe Co., N. M.
culture with a man of the same take
the trade and the annual output Is said. "My father told me I liad
ty said party is required by law. Saiti pprt:es ere 28, IÍH8, mate Hcmeatead Entry, who, on Marvh
temperament
my
either
eyes
2467.
No.
Serial
meet the rottenness of and stronger mind; but not
,
noiitíed lo appe: r respond, nd offer
to leave home or qu't smoking."
no, 08603, for
Section 32, Township 2 n.,
the 100,008 tons.
touching a id alienation at lu o'clock a. m. Ranei 25 e..
n.m.p. Meridian, has filed notice of
the Pennsylvania grafters and phlegmatic, though he be thewithwisest
It follows that a large quantity of
I he other girl. In the beautiful n'nrl
n January Si h, 1910. before W. M. Wetíd'ngion, intention to make final
Commutation
ntfoof,
to
wii.ted States Ctmniifisi ner, Ricarr e, N. M., 'ano tablish cLlim to tha IfnH nhnu
(it
the methods of Tammany Hall slowcoach on earth. We all know "coffee" which we drink has not an dainty white lawn, with small pink 'hat
final hearing will
held at n ne o dlock a. m. V. M. Weddington. tJ. S. Comr.,
at Kic&rclo, N.
own defects, and If we are decent atom oí the real berfy in It. The list roses in it, arose and eninir tn tho n January lt5l h. 1910, be
before) the Pesie ter and m..
and I am thankful that I live in our
ku wi qui nay oi uecemoer, isu.
Keceivcr
Clfice
in
at the United Statts Land
people at all our moral constitution
of substances out of which It Is man- drawer of her desk brought
Claimant names as witnespes:
J. R. Walters.
out a box.
N. A.
Black,
W.
K.
Montague,
the vest, where the grafting
J.J.
N.
L'ne; all of
J.
Is
has set tin certain compensations.
alarming. Cereals soaked She opened it and took
Thenaid ccntCEtant having:, In a proper affidavit, Ricardo, N. M.
To ufactured
out a small liied
is
11V9,
which
bth,
set
November
brandy
with
beer,
facta
firth
or
Is
rum. chestnuts perfumed cigar.
to court failure. So
T. C. TiliotBon. Register.
conftned;mostly to the importa- disturb these
ahow that aftrr due diligence personal service of
far as the Isolated act Is concerned, and horse chestnuts, haricot beans
oct 23 nov 27
ih;s notice carnot be macte.it ia heieby ordered
These," said she. "suit mo liottor
tions from that cultured
md direc ed that such ni tice shall be given by
section rashly accepted advice may be good and broad beans, carrots, dates and, Cigarettes are too mild."
publication.
proper
iuc
rnd
'
enough and successful
aforesaid.
enough but finally, the hard roe of the cod. The
(Nov20)
T. C. Tiixotson, Register.
are we to go on?
CONTEST NOTICE.
We have annual output of what Is charmingly
This article must not ba closed how
called
"fanciful coffee" for Europe is
started on a course which is out of
Department of the Interior, United State Land
Elvira's Way.
without mention of the present character, and we shall stumble until estimated at over 257,000 tons.
Office at Res eil N. M., Oct. 2,
The teacher (reading)
A sufficient contest affidavit bavin? been filed in
"Then the
CONTEST NOTICE
this office by George Vockey, contestant, against
educational administration. The we get back Into our stride.
gfrl warrior faced the mocking foe
sum, made Sept. 23.
Department of the Interior, United States Land for;meieao: Section wo.
ind
unsheathed
her
deadly
principle criticism of that adminweapon.
25, Township 2 N.. Ranjr2fi
Plausible Explanation.
A Popular Fallacy.
Oflice. Santa Fe N. M. Oct.. 25 19..D.
n.m.p. Meridian, by William T. tilasscock. Contes-k,
What
doea
mean,
that
children'
Well
depot
The
of Meridian, Tex., is about
istration is that it works 18 hours
The generally acoepted belief that a
A sufficitnt contest affidavit having been Piled tee in which it is alleged that said en try man haa
mile from the business part of the Elvira?
- wholly abandoned said land for more than six
in this office by John A. Miller, contestant,
a day and expects its subordi- person Is useful In proportion as he Is atown.
months last pant, said parties are hereby notified
Elvira Please, ma'am, I think It rainat
One
night
a
sleepy,
Homestead Entry, 144589, made June 9th, to appear, respond, and offer evidence touching-saiweary
travbusy Is controverted by a writer, who
means
she
stuck out her tongue
nates in the counties to do the says: "I have a dog that is
1908, for Southwest
allefration at 10 o clock a. m. on November 30,
eling man said to the darky who was
Section 7. Township 2 N.
19ii9, before the Register and Reciveratthe
loaded up
Cleveland Plain DeaLr.
United
Range 21 E. N. M. P. Meredian, by James F. SUtes
same, and it pays too munh nr. with fleas. In the summer time, when driving him to the hotel:
Land Office at Roswel!. N. M.
alieged
McMeekin,
in
Contestee'
that
which
is
it
JT. C. Tiilotaon, Register.
man,
"Old
why
In
the
name
the
plenty,
of
fleas
are
Is
that
the busiest
oct2.1nov 27
tentiorf to figures and reports and
said James F. McMeekin
has wholly abandoned
n 0 tlley put tnls de"ot 60 far
dog ever
when he isn't biting,
more
said
a period of
land
for
"Bread" and "Pigeon" Seed
not enough to mixing with the at theI fleas saw;
he's snapping at the flies, '"l twn,?"
oreceeding
than
months,
six
next
School children
In the crowded
y scratched hlf
head in parts
People and allowing them to ab- He nevnr has a minute to spare but
CONTEST NOTICE.
of New York do not speak of October. 22nd 1909 the date of said contest añida
vit and was not at said time residing upen and
aind replied:
sorb some of its energy ard when he Is the busiest he Is the least tl,0l'shtcorn
and oats and wheat by those cultivating the same.
"Waa1,
fot,pd
bo83'
htreby
Tepartment
to
Said
parties
are
la
account for practical purposes
of tho Interior, United States
a'mlt
dat
And'
ideals.
hasn,t Kivo de matter s'flclent cog!- - names, but r.'ways refer to them as notiñed to appear, respond, and offer evidence Land office Roswell, N. M., Oct.. 70i. 19C.
Superintendency, terri- there Is a young fellow In my nelirh"seeds."
The
10
other
day in one of touching said allegations at
o'clock a. m, on
A sufficient contest affidavit having been filed
torial or county, is a business borhood who has a Waterbury watch, lJuon' oul 8 JUInPl P fer a answer the big schools
the teacher was talk- Dec. 27, 19C9, before Frank N. Page, U. S. Court in this office by Susan Duvall. contestant, against
í a yvov uev uuue uai so as tn
job, and must look to finances ana ne snioKes cigarettes. When he have u,o,
ing
to
Commissioner at Buchanan, K. M., and that Una! H. E. No. 11011. made Feb., lith, 1907, for N
earrlent,,!.
her
pupils
about
depot
de
as
near
as possible to
Isn't winding his
he Is lighting
hearing will be held at 10 o'clock a. m. on Jan. 7. NE.
N
NW
Section 21, Township i, N.
She ended with a request for
first and ideals of application a cigarette. He watch
ae railroad.
I.lpplncott'g,
each 1910. before the Meglster
Is a mighty
busy
and Receiver at t'ie Uni- Range 27. E. by Wülinm Akers. contestee, in
pupil to bring a few seeds the
next
young
man, but he Isn't worth two
next.
Mr. Clark is now sur- which it is ailedged that said William Altera hss
day to be planted In the window ted States Land Office in Santa Fe, N. M.
The said contestant having, in a proper affidavit wholly abandoned tho said tract: that he haa
rounding himself with business hoops in a water barrel." Rule (Tex.)
Wonderful Clocks.
boxes. The following morning
the filed Oct. 26 1909,
Review.
forth facts which shów that changed his residence thereform for mora than
j
Five wheels and a small hfitton
children appeared mostly with either after due diligencesetpersonal
men who have been practical edservice of this notice "ix months since making said entry and next prior
i no uuuure of tho Age.
virtually consume the mechanism of a oats, wheat or corn. While
made,
can
is
not
be
it hereby ordered and directed to tne dnte hereof; that said tract is not settled
putting
ucators in the past. At our DeWe are now passing through
a few rjrains of each In the earth
the wonlerfl dock just Invented in Eng-aby
given
that
such
be
notice
due and proper pub upon and cultivated by said party as required hy
the
of the Distribution of Knowledge land' u
run three years without
cember meeting the teachers will
law; that his alleged absence from said land waa
teacher referred to them by their fa- lication.
The pread of the
a,,e"on.
and
at
not due to his employmtnt in the Army, Navy, or
the
end
R.
of that time miliar names.
Manuel
Otitro, Register,
One of the girls in
have many papers setting fcrth race since JS50
Mar'ne Corps of thi United States as a private
nov
4
and the cheapness aU ,hat iB Telred is to attach a new the class took courpge to
"set the
their ideas and the business eno of printing, hnve brought In primers battervsoldier, officer, seaman or marine fiuring th. war
teacner rigm" and said: "Some one
with Spain, or during eny other war in which the
An0,her new English clock enables
will be there to take it all In. fui and handbooks hy the million. All
must 'a to'.d you wrung, teacher
United States may be encoged, and t his. the saU
the books of the older literatures are the Possessor to ascertain at a glance That" pointing
to the wheat "Is
that we may expect suggestions being abstracted and sown
contestant, is ready to prove at such tima siiL
bread seed, an' that yellow stuff ain't
abroad in the mean time, thf meridian and relaplace as may he named hy the Register and
mat may lead to better under- popular editions. The magazines
position
tive
every
of
part
corn; it's pigeon seed. We always
of the emfulver for a hearing in said cate, and he therefor
standing, and therefore barter fill the same function; every one of pire, besides being able to witness the call them that In1 the block where we
asks to be allowed tn prove said allegations, afU
thorn is a penny
cyclopedia. John actual speed and direction
of tho live."
that said homestead entry No. 11011 may be dit"
legislation for the future. . To ah Jay
Chapman, "Emerson and Other earth's rotation. The motive power Is
clared cancelled and forfeited to tha Ilnli.j
of which let us say "Amen."
Essaps."
a clock in the base of the stand, and
States, ha, the contestant, pay my the expeasss of
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30 DAYS' THIftL FOR S:.00.
On sale at tie bminsuio
llru Co's.

An Excuse.
Mttle Fritzie If you please, papa,
(Jan't whip me so hard remember
how It hurts mamma!
Meggendorl cr
lliffotter.

the apparatus requires
once a week.

winding only

In a Questionable
Enterprise
There are occasions when it
s i,n.
íoubted,, better to Incur toss than
to
make gmn. Plautus.

ano jo
jojoo oin nam JiiBdop jnoX jo ajXja
qj oas jaqjBj pj nq nmu 5Snb
oqj P9J9MSU8
op naA iqnop oj
, "aoajsil paqjnoui
pnoi
pa.iT.pop t,'o3 i su Ana
Xes oj

6uM

Em

Hucceed when everything else fells.
In nervous prostration and female
weaknesses they are the supreme
remcciy. as inousanas nave destined.

FOR n!DNEYll.!VER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE

It is the

best medicine ever sold
over a druggist' counter.

such hearing. Said parties are hereby notified to
appear, respond and offer evidence touching said
allegations at 10 o'clock, a. m. on Dec. 4th, lgon,
before D. J. Townley, U. S. Commissioner at La-- j
Lande, N. M. (and that final hearing will bo held
at 9o'clock a.
Dec, 18th, 1909 before) tha
Kegiatcr and Receiver at the United States Land

Otiiee in Hoswell, N. M.
T. C.

Oct. 30. Dee.

4.

TiLLoiaoN. Reenter.
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Very few bees die Inside of a hive.

Tim IE-

Nothing Is so staple as the alfalfa
crop.
Early tomatoes
crop.

prove

Wilbur

D

Acid soils usually have sorrel grow
ing on them.
There is no hand
for him to claap,
His sou. Is seared

Land gets its value from the inter
est it will pay on the lsrestment.

scars

So clang the heavy

JL

of a house Is
what makes It homelike.
Every living creature has an atmosphere
may be deter of his own. We can be as chilly and
An acid condition
wind;
mined by testing the soil with blue damp and disagreeable as a March
we can be as bright, ctieerrui ana cnarm- litmus paper.
Ing as a June morning; we can be dark
and impenetrable aa a November fog, or
Drainage will ultimately be seen to as crisp and electric as a day In Decem
Alfalfa makes dairying profitable. ,
be of vital Importance in every irri- ber."
It depends entirely on ourselves
. It Is useless to plant clover on wet gated district.
whether we are ugly, cross, tyrannisoil.
nagging, sulky and unWorms are most frequently seen In cal, fretful,'
bearable, or kind, considerate, tender,
The life of the honey bee la very young horses and In those that are thoughtful, cheery, sweet and wholeweak and debilitated.
short.
some.
Few planta will grow without air In

the

Boll.

Clover and legumes do not succeed

on lands that are sour.
The fall of the year is the best time
for setting peony plants.
Gasoline has recently gained considerable reputation as a vermifuge.
The Deonv is one of the best and
most popular of all our early flowering
plants.

Timothy and clover mixed makes
hay because the timothy holds
the clover up and the curing is easier.
good

Indefinitely
Clover alone cannot
maintain the land. A rotation will not
enable us to maintain the fertility of
the soil.'
Chickens are very fond of the aspar
agus beetles and sfew fowls will soon
capture the matured Insects If allowed
In a garden bed.

Those who have studied the cantaloupe market all over the United
is not a good plan to plant the States declare that there Is no danger
same field to the same crop two years of
In succession.
Luther Burbank says that the spine
The wise farmer wants assurance less cactus will make millions of acres
may
he
any
land
that
of
soil
on the
of land now unirrigable, produce more
contemplate buying.
fodder than the rich meadow lands.

It

When the timothy crowds the clover
The addition of roots to an already
entirely out the following crops of complete ration of silage, clover hay
timothy are usually very large.
and grain for a dairy cow stimulates
both milk and butter fat production.
and
thin,
is
soil
where
the
Farms
practically must be bought over ' by
Few of the honey bees live to exceed
the cost of fertilizing, are not a good the age of 45 days, except during their
.
investment.
time of hibernation In winter, yet In
much is accom
this short period
Aclditv may be overcome by apply

plished.

in from BOO to 1.000 pounds of lime
per acre, or by the use of floats or
Just because wheat Is high this
ground shells.
year do not sow an extra large crop
have been received that
about 5,000 homestead entries were
filed In Montana during the first six
months of 1909.
Reports

for next year. Everybody will do that,
which will have the tendency to lower
the price.

Perhaps a cow Is at her best at six
or seven years of age, though such
a
high
value
so
people
set
No other
tests as have been made do not always
on eood soil as the Hollanders, and we prove that. The data seems to be lto
are learnine that not many acres, but lted for some reason.
rich' ones, make the profitable farm,
It may not be generally known that
"rilnvnr fields that are thin may be soy beans make the finest
seeded to timothy for a crop next
food for poultry. The' beans
summer by sowing the clover field would better be cracked until the
now to timothy and harrowing in the chickens are educated to eat them
field.
Some of the clovr plants will re
The roots of the cowpea- penetrate main alive and some clover seed will
enand
subsoil
deeply
into
the
rather
be In the soil so that the meadow
ables the plant to feed upon the min- next year will be mixed clover and
eral food that Is not readily eatracted timothy, which makes excellent hay
by other crops.
for the horses.
A common variety of Intestinal
worm which Is a soujce of much annoyance to horses and which calls for
special attention Just now is popularly
known as the plnworm.

An effectual remedy for potato
blight has been found in bordeaux

The first two weeks of á bee's life
are spent almost entirely Inside of the
hive nursing larvae, taking only a
short flight on sunny afternoons to
strengthen Its wings and mark the lo
cation of Its home. '

When pinworms are noticed to be
mixture, which consists of four pounds present in horses, frequent injections
or
six
of infusions of tobacco, infusions of
of copper sulphate and five
pound to one
pounds of fresh lime in 60 gallons of quassia chips, one-hagallon of water, followed up by a ca
water.
thartic, are most efficient.
All milk must be cooled to a temLand plaster Is a soil stimulant, and
perature not above 65 degrees within
two hours after being drawn, and kept while It increases growth at first, it
injure the soil. Land plaster Is
must
will
be
thereafter below that, and
cooled to 50 degrees or Tess If not de- put Into some fertilizers, but It hurts
the land. Farmers don't want to be- livered at the creamery twice a day.
gla to use a stimulant for the land
Live stock farming does not always
The farmer, to win the highest sucmean diversified farming, and some
forms of live stock farming may be- cess, must be in thorough sympathy
come as objectionable in many ways as with his work and proud of his calla form of farming in which a single ing, and he must mix a great amount
of brains with his labor. The keynote
crop Is grown for sale.
for achieving high success Is careful
One of the most serious objections attention to details.
system of farming is
to a single-cro- p
Rock phosphate does not leach out
the effect it has on the fertility of the
agricultural
lands will of the soil: it might wash off from a
land. Our bast
stand exploitive farming that Is, hillside. As to the quantity, it is best
farming without any attention to fer- to keep applying rock phosphate until
has
the soil content of phosphorus
tilityfor about two generations.
been brought up to 1.5C0 or 1,800
seven
Agricultural teachers have urged di- pounds per acre in the surface
versified farming for many years, but Inches.
with little effect until the appearance
An ideal of a farm Is one which
of the boll weevil. This Insect made
sad maintains a system of agriculture
cotton farming very precarious
has led to radical modifications in the which builds up the soil to a high
systems of farming prevailing in that state of fertility, produces everything
needed on the farm that can be satis
section.
factorily produced and maintains not
The soy beans make the best hay if less than two principal Industries as
cut when the pods have formed and sources of revenue.
Ihe lowest leaves have turned yellow;
A verv eood ration for milk produc
but for seed the cutting should not begin until half the leaves have turned Hon would be as follows: Feed dally
yelfow. Even the soy bean straw is to each cow 30 pounds of silage and
a fjf Suable feed. Animals relish the ohnnt 10 nounds of hay. A very good
mixture to go with this roughage
hay and thrive upon it.,
would consist of 300 pounds of gluten
of bran and 300
' line milch goat, like all goats, can fecrt 200nl nounds
corn chon and for each 3A
make a living on brushy and hilly umili
land, where most other animals would to four pounds of milk produced, give
If It
starve. They ate very beneficial to one pound of this combination.
give 10
land in cleaning It of weeds, sprouts ii found imnractlcable to
and brush. They cannot endure low, pounds of hay daily, the allowance
wet land, but ttirive perfectly on may be cut to five and the oat Btraw
rough, hilly land. Those giving milk may take Its place. If this is done,
should be fed on good grass, hay fod- we should advise adding 100 pounds
der and wheat bran, but no grain of cottonseed meal to the above mixture
and then feeding aa directed.
anjr kind

many

with

. The asparagus beetle is a trouble
some pest and hard to fight.
Hid atmoBphere

Household Hints. .
Remove the brush from the carpet
sweeper, dip In warm water, shake
lightly and return. There will be no
dust and the Bweeper will collect bits
of dust that the dry brush wouldnt
hold. This Is a splendid way of cleaning a rug In a sick room. Dip the
brush when It dries out and the rugs
will be bright and clean.
To Mend Pans. When a dish has
become useless because of holes, try
putting a little putty on the bottom,
smoothing it out and pressing it into
the hole. It 1b surprising how long a
mended place will last. The dish may
be even put on a hot stove.
When canning peaches Bave the
juice prepared from the skins and
pits and use It with crab apple juice,
for jelly. It not only gives a va
riety of Jelly, but qne has the satis
faction of knowing that nothing has
been wasted.
Carrots are said to give color to the
complexion, and gloss to the hair, If
eaten every day. One uncooked one
is a sufficient "dose." There are many
wholesome and attractive ways' of
serving the vegetable. They are very
good boiled, cut In strips with lemon
juice and melted butter added, or
boiled in dice and served in white
sauce.
An exceedingly pretty as well as ap
petizing soup may be made of carrots, as follows:
Carrot Soup.
Cut the carrots In thin slices and
cook until tender, with a slice of onion and a few slices of green pepper.
Put the carrot through a sieve, add a
binding made of one tablespoonful of
butter and two of flour, well blended
and cooked together, then add one
pint of milk and cook until smooth.
Add the carrot pulp, season with salt,
pepper and nutmeg. A little cream Is
a great addition. The onion and pepper slices are removed before sifting.

JL

OMOKROW is not ours to hold,
Mav never come to bless
our lives with weal or 111;
blight
Or

With gladness or distress;
No man shall clasp
Nor catch her on the way;
For when we reach
She'll be, by then,

hand
land,

M. B. Sangater.

Fruit and Nut 8andwich.
For a sandwich that is nice for
nearly every occasion and one universally liked, prepare as follows:
Put through the meat chopper a quarter of a pound of blanched almonds,
half a pound of washed flgs, a half
pound of dates and a pound of pecan
nuts. Put them through the chopper,
mixing them as they are ground. Pack
the mixture into a baking powder can,
pressing it down firmly and stand
aside over night. When wanted, dip
the tin in hot water, loosen it with
a knife and shake out the mixture.
With a sharp knife cut Into very thin
ellees and put between rounds of buttered bread. Serve with chocolate.
Candied cherries, citron, raisins or
other candied fruits may be substituted for the dates and figs. Brazilian

and filberts may be used Instead of a
part of the pecans.
If kept cold this confection will be
good for weeks. It Is very nice served
cut in cubes, and makes a pleasing
variety for the home made candy
box."
Household Hints.
Olive oil is a valuable addition to
the medicine chest. A teaspoonful taken after a meal will relieve dyspepsia. Mixed with equal parts of lime
water It Is Invaluable for burns.
It Is good to use to massage a dry
Bcalp and for rubbing over the body
after a bath.
Never eat when very tired; one
should always rest before eating. A
glass of hot water or diluted fruit
juice will relieve the faint feeling of

JL

DON'T know whichever Is worst,
to see the beautiful times
that there are in the world and not be
In 'em, or to see people that might be In
'em and can't." Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney.

Diet for the Woman Who Would Be
Plump.
Eat plenty of cream, butter, sweet
fruits like grapes, melons, prunes,
peaches and bananas. Milk is said to
be a fine flesh producer if it Is taken
In a systematic way, beginning with
one quart a day, drinking a pint be
fore breakfast and one on going to
bed. It should be sipped slowly as it
forms hard, Indigestible clots in the
stomach If swallowed as one does wa
ter. A tablespoonful of lime water
may be added if milk causes distress.
After a week Increase the quantity to
three r'nts a day, taking one pint at
noon; then take a pint at each meal,
and one at bed time. When the quantity Is Increased to three quarts a day,
about as much as the system can use
unless other food is given up. A daily
bath with a vigorous rubbing Is necessary when taking large quantities
of milk, as the pores of the body
carry off a large part of the waste
matters and they should be kept open.
Stewed fruit should be eaten to help
remove the remainder of the waste
through the alimentary canal.
After a month's treatment the gain
in flesh will go on rapidly.
For those suffering with Insomnia,
a glass of warm milk on retiring Is
very soothing to the nerves.
A nap in the afternoon, sweets of all
kinds are helpful In putting on flesh.
Don't worry, laugh often and grow fat.

HE we grateful, as grateful we
should be.
For commonDlace days of delight,
When safe we fare forth to our labor,
And safe we fare homeward at night;
For the weeks In which nothing has
Rave the commonDlace toillnff and play,
When we've worked at the tasks of the
household
And peace hushed the house day by
day?"
'
Margaret Bangster.

nnouncement
of School Principal
Not at AH Comforting to the
Teacher.

Nesbit.

a profitable

Save this year's wheat field for some
other crop next year.

One of the women teachers went to
the principal of a school In Queen's
borough the other day. "Mr. Mark,"
she said, "I think you had better go
upstairs. A substitute teacher is on
duty up there, and I am afraid she
is having a terrible time. The noise
ia so terrific the children down here
scarcely can study."
The principal went up the stairs two
steps at a time, and the noise soon

bolt and hasp
When he returned to the
cage him ceased.
here behind tha lower room his face was grim. "Miss
bars.
Henderson," he said, "if you hear any
alley where more of those noises let me know at
The
once."
boy
was
this
born
'Indeed I will," she replied. "It is
Was one of imply outrageous that parents should
squalor and of
bring their children up so they will
grime;
behave that way. Did you find out
The sunshine trembled In at morn who the children were?"
But did not stay
Yes, I found out," the principal
too long a time.
There lurching fig- said, scowlingly. "One Is your nephew
came
ures
at and the other is my son," he replied,
night
and the woman teacher almost colAnd vibrant lapsed. New York Press.
curses cut the
air
Good Work Goes On.
And why were
During the year that has passed
laughter, 1 o v
and light
since the International congress on tu
Such as we have berculosis met at Washington, one In
not
us.
with
stitution or organization for the treat
there t
ment or prevention of tuberculosis has
A lullaby he never
been established every day, Sundays
heard
according to a
It was not any and holidays included,
bulletin of the National Association
nlace to sing.
The windows all besmirched and blurred for the Study and Prevention of TuGave out no oleasant thing;
berculosis. Fifteen new beds in hos
Nn rnHPR rirlnnintr with the dew
provided
Were nodding when this ooy wouiu pitals or sanitoria have been
also for every day of the year.
Dass:
A cluttered alley gives no view
Of sweeps of gently waving grass.
Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of
He never had the thousand Joys
CASTORIA,
a sale and sure remedy for
That crowd into the briefest day
infants and children, and see that it
For ordinary little boys
Bears the
Who know what it may be to piay.
What was the outer world to him?
The outer world was great and strong Signature of (
And It decreed with Justice grim
In Use For Over 30 Years.
That It was right and he was wrong.
The Kind You Have Always Bought.
grown;
Bo, sullen, scowling, he has
Rather Opposite.
An Ishmael to all of us
"Do you think your son will be an
Who walk our seemly ways alone
And deal our Judgments swiftly thus.
able factor In elevating the Btandard
We. flushed with goodness as with wine, of living?"
Prate loudly of the harm or sin,
He will do more
"Able, nothing!
In the fair houses where we dine
In the line of raising Cain." BaltiAnd where he might not enter in.
more American.
He Is a criminal; and so
We thrust him wisely in a cell
Shake Into Your Shoes
we
know
And pride ourselves for that
the antiseptic powder.
Allen's Foot-Eas- e,
Our world is running very wen.
It make tight or new shoes feel easy. It
He, dumbly, cannot grasp the truth
18 a certain cure for sweating, callous and
That this Is his, and not our good.
hot. tired, achlnsr feet. Always use It to
I wonder oftentimes, forsooth.
Break In new shoes. Sold by all Druggists.
Which of us has misunderstood.
25c. Trial package mailed Free. Address
new lorv.
Allen a. Ulmstea,
Ah, somewhere it is measured fair,
When two women begin to talk over
This tangled tale of sin ana shame.
Who of us all will have to bear
the back fence his satanic majesty
The open guilt and honest blame?
hears a lot about their neighbors that
he never even suspected.
And

(ILdMAN GlDDtES

Orange and Vichy.
A delicious drink can be made from
the juice of two oranges, or a. lemon
with half a glass of vlchy or soda wa
ter, and some Ice.
If the patient wakes In the morn
ing with a disagreeable taste in the
mouth, the Juice of an orange is very
refreshing.

many
ways of solving
the servant prob
lem, the quickest
way seems to be
to add a dollar to
the wages until
the right answer
Is obtained.
Of

the

Chicken and Nut Sandwiches.
A life Insurance
Chop fine the white meat of
e
agent or an
cooked chicken and pound to a paste
revivalist can
In a mortar. Season to taste with
any
do more than
salt, paprika, oil, lemon juice and
spread upon thin slices of bread. one else to convince you of the un
of
life.
to
the
certainty
Spread slices co'respondlng
first with butter; press Into the but
A legend Is like a He that you tell
ter walnuto npcana or hlanched ai
monds. sliced very thin. Put theW- - so often you believe It yourself.
responding pieces together.
The man who advertises his for
gets
generally
disposition
giving
Household Hints.
The flavor of stewed tomatoes (espe plenty of chances to exercise It.
cially if the canned In tin variety is
used), are much Improved by a slice
Eli Tlmms says he Is as patriotic as
of onion cooked with the tomatoes.
the next man, but he simply has not
no
removes the tinny taste without
been able to work up any excitement
ticeably flavoring with onion.
over nature fakers.
boil
a
double
in
stewed
Cranberries
er with a small piece of apple cut in
It Is hard to understand why a man
to cube will remove the crudeness of who thinks he has an artistic ternthe flavor, and the color is much bet
ter, cooked in this way.
If the saucepan in which oatmeal is
cooked is set on the table for Ave min
utes before the contents are turned
out, no hard residue will be left stick
ing to the dish to be scraped off.
A broom should always be hung or
stood upside down when not In use.
It will last longer if dipped once
week In boiling suds and allowed to
perament also thinks he needn't have
dry thoroughly before it is used.
To boil chicken, lamb or other fresh his hair cut or wear clean collars.
wa
boiling
meat: Cover the meat with
Bad grammar never Interfered with
ter, let boll rapidly five minutes, then
keep the water at the simmering people understanding what was meant
point, or Just quivering at one side of
Because his boy throws bricks at
the saucepan, until the meat Is tender. When the meat Is half cooked, the cats and ties cans to dogs' tails,
each
add a teaspoonful of salt for
quart of water.
If one likes rolls and bread with
glossy brown crust, brush over the
ton of each roll or loaf with the beat
en yolk of an egg diluted with a little
milk.

SICK HEADACHE
CARTER'S

i

The Gold Bug.

Henry Glllup thinks the brat Isn't
mollycoddle.
A Luxury at Hand.
"And there we were," said the re
turned polar explorer, "with our supsur
ply of food almost exhausted,
rounded completely by the Ice jam.
Oh, how we longed for some of the
good Jellies and preserves and things
like that which you folks at home
were enjoying!"
"Why didn't you eat the jam?"
asks the fair young thing with the
lustrous eyes and the aureole of sunny

hair.

Positively oared bf
these Little Pili.
They also Believe Di
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Must Bear

Genuine
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REFUSE SUBSTITUTES.

You Can Shave Yourself With
NO HONING
NO STROPPING

KNOWN

WORLD

THE

OVER

Turlock Irrigation District
of California
land,

l
OPPORTUNITIES Unsurpassed.
ABUNDANT WATER at low rate. Healthful
Climate. Bverythlnft Grows. Strawberries at
Christmas. No Shelter Necessary for stock on
coldest dav or niRht. The DAIRYMAN'S PARADISE. Write for ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET.

Dept. F.
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PATENTS

exhaustion.
Every time we make up our mind
When the body Is In a state of fano such thing as pirate
tigue the whole digestive apparatus that there's
gold burled hither and yon, something
is Incapable of doing efficient work.
occurs to change our belief and to get
us all on edge again. The recent se
Oyster Cromaakies.
vere storm along the coast of YucaThese are sometimes called
but the other term belpg tan Is said to have uncovered thou
shorter and perhaps more dignified, is sands of last century English and
Scald the Spanish coins buried by the old pirate
becoming more popular:
oysters In their own liquor over a Lafltte, and again into our soul comes
ouick fire. When plump, wrap each that old boyhood unrest and belief
one in a slice of thin bacon and fast that if we started out with a proper
en with a small wooden toothpick. digging outfit and a reliable map we
Cook In the blazer, heated very hot. could unearth treasure galore. When
Serve on thin rounds of toast. These people find a pot of gold, why in the
cromeskles are easily cooked on a name of Capt, Kidd can t they keep
broiler resting In a dripping pan In still about it and let us 'tend to our
blissful knlttina? Boston Herald.
hot oven.
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C. Book free. Hlgi

Best for Children

P ISO'S
CURE
t

T

Civet instant relief when little throat.
are irritated and ore. Contain.
take
do opiate, and a at pleasant to
ai it is efteenve.
All

Dranfa.

NEW MEXICO CENTRAL

SÜNNYSÍDE TIN SHOP
WATER TANKS,

GUTTERING,

aid

WELL CASING. FLUES

STOVE PirE

FillffiSBI

MADE TO ORDER.
WINDMILL WORK "A SPECIALITY."
Agent for tbe Celebrated

J.

A.

Lights.

Gasoline

"ANN ARBOR"

Prop.

N01ÍTMNGTON,

By THCr1AS V. LAWSOPJ
Author oí

MOISE BROS. CO.

"4

Frenzied Finance"

From Santa Fe to Torrance.
Leaves Santa Fe at 1 :45 P. M. going
South.
Leaves Willard 6:13 P.M. going south.
Arrives at Torrance 8:0:i p. M.
Going North,
Leaves Torrance at 11:05 A. M.
Williard at 12:40 P. M.
Arrives at Santa Fe 5:25 P. M.
Makes close connections with theBelen
Cut-oat Williard; with the Southwestern at Torrance and with the
A. T. & S. F. at Kennedy.
H. W.Coomer, Acting Manager.

SANTA ROSA ahd BUCHANAN.
.

Boots and Shoes.

..

C.W.FO0R.&.CO.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS, LAND LOCATORS,
and SURVEYORS.

'CaH On Or Write
SUNNYSIDE,

Alamogordo.

To Us.

We have the field notes of Township
Township 2 North, 26 East.

1,

S.

M. R. BAKER.
25 East.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Contest Cases Brfore U. S. Com-

Also

missioner a Specialty.

NEW. MEXICO.

notary public in office.

BLACKSMÍTHING and WAGQNW0RK
HORSE SHOEING
M. KUYKENDALL.

A

New Mexico.
When the Street
Went Mad.

J. N. Line

A
A
A

Wholesale and Retail
Feed and Flour
Handle the FAMOUS U. S. Flour
New Mexice

wsé

M;::' L
Ah

y
Story of
Story of Passionate Lovo
Story of
To-da-

fcloney-Siladne- ss

1st. T'.ie U. S. Government is, in a sense, a silent partner, in the
conduct of every National Bank.
In granting a charter to a bank it makes special inquiry as to the
C.nrütcr an.l fina ncial standing of the applicants.
Twice a year, or oftencr, it sends an examiner, who makes an examination of all records and business methods employed, reporting any irregularities to the Comptroller of Currency.
2nd. The U. S. Government keeps a watchful, but friendly eye on
all National Banks.
It requires each National Bank to make a sworn statement of its
condition, five times in a year, and to publish such reports in the local
newspaper.
,
It requires the Board of Directors to perform its duties, and to have
a knowledge of the manner iir which the business is being conducted.
3rd. The U. S. Government forbids National Banks to own any real
estate, except its own building.
It does not allow National Banks to loan their money on real estate.
'
' It dots not allow a National Bank to loan more than ten per cent of
its capital stock and surplus to any one borrower.
It holds each stockholder responsible for an additional amount equal
to the stock owned, in case of any irregularities or shortage.
4th. The U. S. Government requires a National Bank to secure its
currency circulation by purchasing government bonds and depositing
same with the U. S. Treasurer.
It requires the National Bank to maintain at all times a cash reserve
equal to 25 per cent of its deposits.
with other than
It does not allow this legal reserve to be'
,
National Banks

"

-

op

Four Reasons Wfoy A
rational Bank 8s Safe

Fesd Yard In Connection

-

V

.

Ricardo,

The First National Bank of Fort Sumner.
-

FORT SUMNER, N. M.
:

of the A. T. & S, F.
Is in the Pecos Valley, on the new cut-oRy. that is to made a part of the through transcontinental route.
It s supported by 16,000 acras of irrigated fruit and alfalfa land,
an enormous expanse of Campbell System Farming land, a well
developed sheep industry anda climate that will eventually be its
greatest asset.
Fort Sumner Needs
Fort Sumner Has
ff

fe
NT?

--

rnf
;

,ritl??, f
L

Cy THOftlAS W. LAWSOft"

.

-

City water,
Telphone system,
lake Lake Sumner,
A
Irrigated streets and gardens,
An enthusiastic commercial club,
600 boosting citizens,
Town well, in depot addition,
A union church being built,
Three school teachers for 1909-1Electric light plant almost completed,
A new $10,000 depot,
One doctor, one lawyer,
Five mercantile stores, one drug store.
One bank, one bakery, three restaurants
Six hotels, excellently equipped,
One newspaper- -' Fort Sumner Review,
A feed store and a coal yard,
Good corral, cement block factory,
One plumber, a tin shop, one cobbler,
A second hand store, few saloons,
Insurance agents, U. S. Commissioner,
Lumber yard, carpenters,
Masons, bricklayers.
. ,,
1 wo big wool houses,

.

Authcr of "Frenzied Finance"

A Story of Passionate Lov and Money

Madness

The hero is a daring ynunK broker who retrieves the fortunes of tha
family of tbe woman lie luves. a beautiful daughter of the muth (tby
have been victims of "The System,") with the greatest "coup" in the
history of '"The Street.' The iever of money mnclufisy and the curse of
speculation run tlirouchout the storw This terrilic conflict between character nnd mouey, and the shiftini? and glittering background of frenzied
finance, makes a novtl which would be absorbing to every man and woman
were it by an unknown author, being by Mr. Lawson, it will undoubtedly
be tho most discussed story of our generation.

YOU MUST WOT FASL TO READ IT.
It Will Begin in This Paper in tho near Future
i

I

New Mexico.

A. P.ANAYA

SPECIALTY.

Sunnyside.

no

r

laxitive tonic and
other pills can com-

pare with Dr. King's New Life Pills.
They tone and regulate the st?iSnach,
liver and kidneys, purify the bljod,
strengthen the nerves; cure Constipation, Dyspepsia, Biliousness, Jaundice,
Headache, Chills and Malaria.
Try
them 25c at Sunnyside Drug Company..-- '

w. o.; w.

N" M.

Fort Sumner,

J.

health-builde-

Next meeting of Sunnyside
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON. Camp No. 68, W. O. W. will be
SURGERY A SPECIALTY.
on Thursday, Nov. 25.
First
Office at the store of the Sunnyside meeting in
December will be on
Drug Company.
the 9th to elect new officers for
Sunnyside.
New Mexico.
All members
the coming year.
requested to attend the said
are
C. C. DAVIDSON.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. meeting in full force.
18t3
Simon Katz, Clerk.
Practices in all the Courts.
Special attention to land cases
before the U. S. Land Office.
We want your Cash business
Tucumcaiu,
New Mex.
and will make prices to get it,
at Earickson & Co's.
WHARTON & LAWSON.
; ATTORNEYS AT LAW.''

GOODS,

MOISE BROS. CO.

Smashes AH Records.
As an

OR. W. R. LOVELACE.

Groceries, Provisions, Notions,
FURNISHING

The Review,
One Year
One Dollar.

PROFESSIONAL.

GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
The Best Of Everything In Our Line.
GENTS

RAILROAD.

TIMETABLE.

IlMlltlt'tlll

Practices Law before the Trobate,
County Commissioners, and Justice of
the Peace Courts.

There isn't anything

so annoying

or

so painful nor is there anything quite
so hard to get rid of as piles. ManZan,

the great pile remedy, is the best you
can use, for it directly reaches the seat
of the trouble and at once relieves and
soothes the pain.
It is applied by
means of a tube with nozzle attached.
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.

Eighty Acres of patented land, ten
of town for sale
miles south-eas- t
C. W. FOOR.

Kills To Stop The Fiend.

The worst foe for 12 years of John
Fort
Deye, of Gladwin, Mich., was a running ulcer. He paid doctors over 400.
JO without
benefit.
Then Bucklen's
C. C. HENRY
Arnica Salve killed the ulcer and cured
U. S. Commissioner,
tiim. Cures Fever-SoreBoils, Felons
See him if you wish to make filing or Sczema, Salt Uheum. Infallible for
Homestead,
Commute your nlmg oi Piles, Burns, Scalds, Cuts, Corns. 2Cc
enter a contest.
at Sunnyside Drug Company,
New Mexico.
Fort Sumner,

New Mex.

Sumner,

J. W. Jackson, V. S. D.
VVÜI

Treat ali curaL'fc cases of
Domestic

Animals.

Will be in Fort Sumn. r each Saturday.
Office at S- - J. Slane Fsed Store.
Residence seven miles North West of
town.
Fort Sumner, N. M.

FRANK N, PAGE.

FOR SALE OR RENT
The Fort Sumner Restaurant.
On account of ill health I have
Jecided to sell or rent my restaurant.
Mrs. M.

Philion.

fort bumner, iJ. m,
If you want the best remedy for your
cold, insist upon Bees Layative

U. S. Court Commissioner
Buchanan,
New Mexico.
A. J. GILLIAM.
Stta n Laundry,

Agent for Texico
W.

and W. Tailoring Co,

ALSO,
BARBER

CITY

SHOP.

O. H. RAY.
CITY DRAYMAN
All kinds of dray work done
on short notice

Santa Fe

Cough
Through its laxative principle,
t gent'y moves the boweis, and in that
way drives the cold from the systeni.
Sold by Sunnyside Drug Co.
Syrup.

Lived 152 Years.
Wm. Parr England's oldest man-mar- ried
the third time at 120, worked
in the fields till 1S8 and lived 21) years
onger. People should be youthful at
30.
James Wright, uf Spui'lock, Ky.,
ihow3 how to remain young. "I feel
" he writes, "afjust like a
ter taking six bottles of Electric Bitters. For thirty years Kidney trouble
made life a burden, but the first bottle
of this wonderful medicine convinced
me I had found the- - greatest cure on
?arth." They're a godsend to weak,
n
sickly
Try
or old people.
them. 50c at Sunnyside Drug Co.

Mexican
The oldest dialy in the Southwest. $1.75 per quarter year.

L. R. SCHOOL
Contractor and Builder.
"Cement

Work A Specialty"
Call on me for bids on all
home paper first
kinds of Buildings.
Paso Herald.
N. M.
Fort Sumner,
best medium to
general news as

"It Gives All The News."

-

Subscribe to your
and then take the El
The Herald is the
keep in touch with
well as news of the whole southwest.

MmaZsíú

Remedy
PieOTHERS

F. C. HASTINGS.

Carpenter and Builder.

FAIL
RELIEVES WHEN
Furnitura store with undertaker,
For saleby the Sunnyside Drug Co
South Side Of The Plaza,
Hardware store, laundry, livery stable
Watchmaker, bottling works, nursery,
N. M.
Sunnyside,
The Cough Syrup that
Creamery, veterinary surgeon, florist,
system of a cold
the
rids
Brick factory, milliner and dressmaker
by acting as a cathartic on the
Fruit and confectionery with news stand bowels is
S. E. TURNER,
Painter & paper hanger, harness maker
Moving picture show, cement contractor
Painter and Paper Hanger.
Building contractor, Abstract office.
Offers his professional services to
the public. He carries the samples
Brick, lime and cement, cigar factory,
of
Wall Paper of L. C. Orrell & Co.
Jeweler and optician, a dentist,
of Chicago, which is one of the
Ice plant, well driller, farmers,
largest in the city.
Farmers, farmers and still more farmers
New Mexico
Fort Sumner, ; :
And all the

LAXATIVE

wide-awakbrainy, hustling, boosling young men of the East,
North or South who have breadth of
mind enough to see into the future,
Í
good judgement enough to recoginize
an opportunity and courage enough
to grasp it.
Fort Sumner's citizens Bans is the original laxativa cough syrop,
&
today are the best the country affords contains no opiates, gently moves the
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
and she wanta more of the samo kind. bowels, carrying the cold off through the
Guaranteed to jive Solicit the General
natural channels.
Trade and
satisfaction or money retuaded.
Satisfaction Guaranteed
TORT SUMNER COMMERCIAL CLUB
For saje by the Sunyside Drug Go.
Fort Sumner, - - New Mex.

FORT SUMNER,

COUGH SYRUP Fort Sumner
Broom Factory,
OWENS

NEW MEXICO.

SONS

